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The concept of the equivalent plate to cathode eir-
• f Q .,&,~o~cc• k4be 
ouitv is about as old as the tube itself. The work of 
Van der Bijl and Nichols showed that for purposes of cir-
cuit analysis, the plate to cathode circuit co~ld be re-
placed by a fictitious generator of voltage JleJ , in 
series with a resistance whose magnitude is equal to the 
reciprocal of the slope of the stetie L&-eb characteris-
tics . In this eoneept, where the v acuum tube is replaced 
by its equivalent network, one outstanding reature is 
exemplified, namely the sepe~ation of the alternating 
and direct current components. The equivalent network is 
applieable to the alternating components of the currents only. 
Aa long as the frequency remained low the above repre-
sentation gave results comparable to actual operation. How -
aver, as the frequency range was inc r eased , complications 
arose. The complications were due to the interelectrode 
capacitance existing between the various elements or the 
vacuum tube . 
As time progressed, higher and higher frequencies were 
desired . This range of frequencies brought about changes in 
the e quiva1ent circuit of the vacuum tube that included the 
internal lead effect of the . tube and the transit time. 
These early equiva lent circuits were derived by purely 
me.them.atical rneans and no t hought was g iven to the electron 
tr am its l f . The first undertaking or the problem of 
)-ftc 
d veloping a generally valid system based onv eleetron streas 
2 
was made by W. E. Benham~ - This work was a great con-
tribution toward the development or the equivalent cir-
cuit o~ the vaeuum tube based on the electron stream theory. 
Following Benb am'·s work, many investigators such as 
Llewellyn, Peterson, and Ferris, have extended the ideas 
formulated by Benh ~: am . for the representation of vacuum 
tube circuits. The first outsts.nding work oome&i .. rom 
Llewellyn who 1 by the use of Maxwell 's equations, derived 
one equivalent circuit whieh can be considered as an 
extension of the classical equivalent vacuum tube represen-
th~ ,, 
tation. The above derivation was not complete and most 
pronounced defect was the assumption of zero space charge, 
and the single valued electron velocity. 
A more vigorous attack was made by Llewellyn and Peter-
sen and the result was quite dependable with the only assump-
tion of the single valued electron velocity. In order to 
make the complex equivalent circuit derived by Llewellyn and 
Peterson more suitable for practical purposes, the four pole 
network theorems were applied to the results or Llewellyn 
and Peterson's work. 
Still, the representation of vacuum tubes by equivalent 
tour pole networks was not a final and rigorous solution to 
the · problem as far as practical use was concerned. This was 
due to the tact that the evaluation of the four pole para-
meters were real lengthy and tedious. 
(1) BenH :nr.,. , W. ~., 'fheory of fnte.rnai ACtion o·t Thermionic 
s ,y te at M0de~ately High Frequencies, Phil. Mag., Vol.ll, 
p. 4f>?, Feb. l93l. 
3 
A final solutio n to the problem was the experimental 
determination of the ~our pole parameters which made the 
equivalent four pole representation of the vacuum tube of 
practioal significance. 
This thesis was undertaken with the aim of consol1-
dat.ing the most important work that has been done in the 
field of equivalent vacuum tube circuits whic h has been 
f ound to be highly disassociated. 
The author of t h is thesis feels that t h is thesis is 
the most complete consolidation of informatio~ on equivalent 
vacuum tube circuits. 
4 
SECTION I 
Classical Methods of Equivalent 6ircuit Representation 
(A) The First Concept of Equivalent Circuit 
The art of equivalent network representation has grown 
considerable since its inception by Dr. G. A. Campbell in 
his paper "Cissoidal Oscillations", which was published in 
1g11~ H .. e proved that any passive network made up of a finite 
number ot invariable elements and have one pair of input 
terminals and one pair of output terminals is externally 
equivalent to a II or .If network. From this modest 
beginning the field of applications of the equ ivalent oir-
cuit concept has steadily expanded so that by now the whole 
field of line a r passive circuit theory has been subjected 
to equ ivalent circuit interpretation. 
With the advent of the thermionic vacuum tube amplifier, 
linear active network theory had to be considered and almost 
immediately the attempt was made to obtain an equivalent 
circuit whose per f ormance would depict the linear characteris-
tic of the tube. 
Equivalent circuit concepts have played an important part 
in electrical enginaa:ing, particularly in communication engineer-
ing. In this paper we shall be concerned only with linear 
a.e. amplifier operation, where the term linear indicates 
that the analytical expressions connecting currents and 
voltages are linear end involve only the first power 0~ any 
instantaneouscurrent or its derivative. 
Our first step will be to prove the general equivalent 
circuit theory concerning vacuum tubes . As an example we 
will consider a general triode with ~ts grid positively 
biased . 2 •3 
The instantaneous plate current ib and the instantaneous 
grid current 1 0 through a triode are functions of both 




The t o tal differential of 1 and 1 are 
b e 
: d Lb = 'J i. b _ d e c. + 'J i. h de c. 
~eb ~ec. 3 
dL3 =~de,.+ ~c:. cle, 
') eb ?ec. . 4 
The first partial coefticlient in equation 3 is called 
the incremental or v ariational plate conductance and is 
denoted by the letter kp. 
Kp,. (:JL I>-- ) : 1 mho .s 
'.J e., ej = con~ tQ,t rp 5 
h r is the variational or incremental plate resistance. w ere P 
(2) Chaffee, E. t., Equivalent Circuits for an Electron Triode 
and the Equivalent Input and Output Admittances, Proc. IRE, 
Vol. 12, p. 1633, Sept. 1929. 
(3) Glasgow, Principal of Radio Engineering, P. 137 
6 
The second term is known as the incremental or v a riational 
mutual conductance and is denoted by g • 
p 
<j p = ( 5~~ ) e b- condMt"hos 6 
The first partial coefficient of equation 4 is intrinsically 
8 negative quantity under actual conditions and hence the 
coefficient will be negative and it is defined as the incre-
mental or variational inverse mutual conductance and is 
7 
Finally -the second partial coeffic~nt is defined the 
incremental grid conductance and is denoted by the letter Kg. 
k~ = 8 
Equat ions 3 and 4 can now be written 
9 
10 
Suppose eb and e
0 
vary in such a way ib remains con-
stant. Then equation 9 becomes 










This last ratio kp is denoted by the letter yp 
is called the incremental amplification factor. 
Then 
which 
Similarly we may assume that eb and e 0 vary in such a 
way that iq remains constant. Then by equation 10 we 
obtain 




The to tal space current is given by 
Since i is a tunction ot e end e we may write 
s b c 







The t otal differential of i is obtained by adding g and 10. 
s 
20 
n ow if we define es the negative of the r a tio 
or the incremental in plate voltage to be incremental in grid 
voltag e to maintain 1 constant, i.e, s 
-( ~~:)Ls= c.onst~~t. 21 
We have from equation 20, di ~ 0 s , 
( ~+ J<.,___) 
kp- 99 




mostly upon the geometry or the tube and only slightly upon 
the space charge. 
(B) Equivalent Plate Cirouit Theorem 
The equivalent plate circuit theorem has been known 
since the first application of electron tubes but there 
was not a rigorous deriva tion for it. The first reference 
to this theorem was made by~. M. Miller in his article 
published in the Proc. ot IRE, Vol. 6, p. 143, June 1g1a. 
Figure No. 1 shows a triode with impedances z
0 
and zb 
in the grid and plate circuit respectively. The values 
of the currents and electromotive forces are defined by 
the figure. 
In the Figure No. 2 if there is no varying potential 
impressed in the grid circuit the operating point Q is 
determined by the steady components or the grid and plat e 
pet ntial. It the grid voltage changes by a small amount de 0 
the operating point will move to some new p osition A and 
equation 3 gives the relation between change or plate 











I I eb 
Ea,t-d~b b 
Figure No. 2 





is constant de 
'b -deb and equation g 
23 
24 
Usually e varies with time so the following differen-g 
tial equation can be written 
rpdi.0 +de*' : fP de" 
dt dt cit 
25 
In deriving the above equation the origin coordinate 
was at zero. Since we are interested only in changes of 
curtent and potentials we may transfer the origin or coordin-
ates to Q and consider but finite changes from the point of 
Q., the changes being always so small that r and )A!J are p 
essentially constant over the path travelled. Thus we may 






which is the well known classical representation of plate 
circuit. 
(C) Equivalent Grid Circuit Theor~m 
From equation lO and 17 it ean be seen that 
29 




where e 1n is an impressed emf from an outside source. 
Combining equation 31 and 2~ and using r as the reeipro-g 
cal of kg we have 





The grid circuit of a triode can be represented by a 
resistance rg, an impedance or combination of circuit 
elements Z 0 tind an impressed emf" of e! ~. minus a fictitious 
voltage ot . '"' ' .tl eo • 
The equivalent plate and grid circuit can be drawn ~i~ 
f-1:1~ a.td ·~ .. of equations 28 and 34. 
Assuming there exists linear relationship between 




and the equivalent circuit is given by Figure No . 3 below. 
Figure No. 3 
Equivalent Grid and Plate Circuit of a Triode Tube 
(D) liplication.of Equivalent Circuit too Triode at Low 
reguenc1es 
Betore starting with the representation of the equiva-
lent e1rouits we have to point out that from now on we are 
(4) Peterson, L. c., Equivaient circuits of' Linear lotive 
Four Pole T r inal N tworks. B.S.T.J., Vol. 23, p.593, 
Oct. 1948. 
12 
going to use different notations ~or voltage a s nd currents 
than those used in the deriva tion of the equivalent plate 
and equivalent grid theorems . The input grid to cathode 
voltage will be denoted by v 1 and the output plate to 
cathode voltage by v 2 • We find it ne e e ssary to do this 
in order to have our notations the s ame Q .-5 ·' the st andard 
ones used in the representation or four pole terminal 
networks. In studying the applications of the equivalent 
circuit, a gr ounded triode, operated at suoh a 1ow frequenoy 
that all displacement currents ean be d isrega rded, will be 
considered. Let us also assume that t h e grid is negatively 
b iased with r~eet to catho de so that the grid current is 
absent . Applying e quation 35 to the circuit in Figure No.1, 




Figure No. 4 
Equivalent G1rcuit of a Negative Grid Triode at Low Frequencies 
i5 
v In terms of mathematical analysis the circuit described 
by the two equations 
11 = 0 
-r v, = r2 rp + V2. 37 
By s11ght r arrangement of equation 37 e network represents-
tion· based on current equilibrium may be obtained . For this:· 
purpose e qu a tion 3? is written 
I .= o 




The corresponding network representation is as sharn 
in Figure No. 5, where the energyzing source in the plate 
circuit consists of a constant cur rent generator ot magni t u de 
I" 
impressed across the output terminals • 
. I 
~ 
rp IJ. p 
o---,.;;...--o 
-----------~~-----~K 
Figure No. 5 
Equivale nt Circuit of a N~gative Grid Triode at Low Fre-
quencies with a Current Souree 
Let us now consider that the grid is positive so that 
grid current flows. Applying the "Equivalent-grid circuit 
theorem." to Fi gure No . ~ , we get Figure No . 6 as shown 
below. G r, 
K igu No. 6 
Equivalent 8irou1t ot a Positive Grid Triode at Low Freq-
uencies • 
.or 
.Analyli t of.l J · r the eircui t can be eXJ)ressed by 
\1, : }As V, +I, r_, 
-r V. = I:z._r, :- v2. ~ 
I, =-...!... V. -ML \'z 
. ,..., 7f§ 




This equation will be very userul in applying the idea 
of equivalent networks to four pole network representation 
or a vacuum tube. Two observations can be made on the 
above representation of vacuum tubes. 
1. These networks are not based on any 
study or the internal action of the 
tube, but rather on the purely formal 
mathematical process of differentiating 
the two functional relations which 
impress the broad fact that plate and 
grid currents are someunspeoified 
linear continuous functions of the 
grid and plate potentials in the neigh-
borhood of the operating point. 
2. The last figure (Figure No. 6) repre-
sents in a sense two separate networks 
intersecting with each other by means 
of voltage or current generators. 
5 (E) UHF Effe.cts in Conventional Vacuum Tubes 
Betore extending our ideas of v acuum tube equivalent 
circuits we shall first study the behavior or vacuum tubes 
at UHF •. As the frequency is raised vacuum tubes get pro-
gressively less effective as amplifier and oscillators. 
Amplifiers at UHF require greater driving power, and the 
power output drops oft considerable. If the frequency is 
raised high enough, the g a in of the amplifier will drop 
to unity or less. At the same time the limitations on f h& 
output change. At low frequency the output for continuous 
·operation is generally 
( 5 ) Spangenberg, Vracuum Tubes. 
15 
limited by plate dissipation. As the high ~requeney limit 
of oscillation is reaehed, the grid d~~ipation commonly 
becomes the limiting factor while the plate dissipation 
is rar from its limiting value. All the above effects 
come about because of a combination or electronic and 
circuital phenomena associated with the vacuum tube. 
(F)The Decrease of Output at UHF 
( 
In general there are three main factors effecting 
the output at UHF. 
1. External and internal react ance erfeets 
2. Circuit and tube loss limitations 
3. Electron-transit time limitations 
At low frequencies the external electrical oircuit 
and vacuum tube is qu1te distioct. As the frequency 
inereasea, this is no longer true and it is found that 
part or the resonant cireuit exist inside the tube. This 
is due to the eleetrod~ leads having a small but finite 
inductance. As frequency rises into the UHF ranges the 
• 
reactance of this inductance becomes appreciable. This 
means that the same voltage doesn't appear across the 
(, 
external terminals and electrodes. Moreover there is a 
6 deerease inter-electrode capacitance at high frequencies 
and these v alues c a lculated for low frequencies do not 
hold. The combination of the electrode-lead inductance and 
( e) s tr-u't_t, II. J'. o, , V'qn der z iel, X. , *l'he causes for tlie 
:Increase of th :Admittances ot Modern High Frequency 
~p1if1er ~ub on Short aves, Proc .IRE, Vol. 28, 
Ho. 8, p. lOll, 1938. 
1 6 
the interelectrode c a pac ity may g ive rise to res o n a nce 
in t h e UHF r eg ion. Even ir r e s on ances do no t occur, the 
combination of the react ances wi t hin the tube may consti-
tute a network that mismatches the equivalent tube genera -
t o r and the lo a d. 
The power losses associated with a tube all tend to 
increase with frequency. Glass and other insulating 
supports have ~osses associated with the molecular move-
menta produced by the electric tields. These losses are 
characterized as dielectric hysteresis losses and will 
vary as the first power of frequency. In addition there 
will be appreciable radiation from the leads and electrodes. 
The power radiated from a short length of wire carrying 
current increases with the frequency. A11 the above 
factors contribute to a general reduction in tube effi-
ciency as trequenoy is increased. 
In addition to all above effects, electron-transit-time 
effects can contribute to re duced tube output in many ways. 
If the t~ansit time of the electrons are appreciable frac-
tions of the UHF cycle, thenJ~ate current will lag the 
negative grid voltage and there will be a reduced power 
,.. .. & 
o~tput because vplate current and voltage are out of phase. 
Associated with increased transit time there is a debunch• 
ing or electrons, which has the result that the plate 
current pulses are not •• sharp as the pulses libera• 
In addition there will be an energy ~ 
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interchang e between the electric fields and the electron 
in fli g ht so that as frequency incre a ses the grid input 
impedance will have a resistance component which decreases 
with rrequeney even though no electrons strike the grid. 
Furthermore, all the tube cons tan t $ such a s the ampli~icati on 
f a ctor will become oomplex71nstead of real numbers as a result 
of a shift in phase and what is generally a reduction in magni-
tude. There is not much that can be done about eleetron-
transit-time effects except to raise the voltages and reduce 
the dimensions of the tube. 
{G) Consideration of Displacement Current 
The equivalent vacuum tube circuits discussed previously 
were satisfa ctory as long as the frequeney was low enough 
iorall displ a cement current to be disregarded. With the 
.operation of ·eircui ts at higher frequencies1 ·in the order 
or 106 cps and higher, it eecomes necessary to take the 
internal tube capacitances into account. Th is was done 
by the superposition· or a capacity network on Figure 6 as 
shown in Figure 7. It is interesting as well as instruc-
tive to formulate ·this network tr ansition in analytical 
terms as will. be seen later. The trans i tion rests upon 
the physical fact that the total current ent ring or . leav~ 
ing the electrode is the sum of con"ttection and displ a ce-
ment currents. 
· ( 7) Lle e llyn, F • . B. , Ope rat ion of UHF aouum 'fubes, B.S. T .J"., 
Vol. 14, p.632, Oct. 193~. 
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Figure No. 7 K 
Equivalent Circuit of a Triode With Consideration of Dis-
placement Currents 
Therefore Figure No. 7 is the superposition of Fig-
ures 6 and 8. As seen in Figure 7 the network for the 
displacement currents 1s passive. 
I, C.sp %a. 
0 
' I II I ... 0 lv. 1 VL IC9k TCpk 
0 0 
Figure No. 8 
Eqivalent Circuit of D~splaeement Currents 
(H) Consideration or Lead Effects0 ' S 
At .frequencies about l.08 cycles/sec it become neee.ssary 
to take into account lead effects usu ally in the form of 
self and mutual inductances. At these high frequencies 
marked incr eases in the input, output, forward and feed-
back admitt ances* occur:~. in exeess of that caused by the 
inter-electrode o•pecitance. This means that we have to 
(5) Spqngenberg, op.cit 
(8) ThOmpson, B. J., Review of UHF Vacuum Tube Problems, 
RCA Review, p. 146, Oct. ~938. 
*see s otion on Four Termin 1 Networks of this Paper 
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modify Figure 7 to take this into account. Let us investi-
gate how the lead effects are to be considered and their 
modification on the e quivale nt circuit. To start ·with, it 
has to be pointed out that there are t wo kinds of lead 
effects. First .e~fc.c.1 is due to the interaction or electron 
stream on the electrodes in~i.de the tube, and second, the 
usual mutual and self induct ances of the lead pins or the 
tuba. Both of these effeets . will be investigated in this 
paper. 
1. Internal Tube Lead Effects 
The inductance of a wire increases as the wire dia-
meter is made smaller or as the wire length is increased. 
As an example of how large lead reactances can be, oonsider 
the ease of 100 mils in diameter and 1 inch in length, as 
found in most high frequency transmitting tubes. is lead 
is found to have en inductanoe'o~ approximately 0.015 micro-
henry. As 500 me this represents a reactance of 47 ohms, which 
is fairly high. 
Since part of the lead reactances are internal to the 
tube, there will be coupling between the input and output 
circuits due to grid and plate cur r ents flowing through the 
common cathode lead inductance. This will have the effect 
or introducing feedback into the stage involving the tube 
and will eause the grid input impedance to be etreeted. In 
general the effect or the internal tube reactance is to 
d cr ase the i pedanc pre entad at the tube input terminals. 
~ho"nt ;,. 
Consi·der a triode as " Figure No. 9. 
I( 
Figure No . 9 
Triode Showing the Interelectrode capa~itences . and Lead 
Inductances 
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~k and Lp are the inductances of the internal tube cathode 
end plate leads respectively. 
Cgk and Cgp are the grid to cathode and grid to plate 
interelectrode capacitances respectively. 
For simplicity let us take into account only the effect of 
the cathode lead induct a nces and the cathode grid capacity, 
and neglect any outside etfect. The the voltage v1 differs 
from the voltage that appears between the grid and the 
cathode by the voltage drop in the cathode lead inductance. 
Thus: 
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But the plate current will be approximately proportional 
to the negative of the produot of the grid voltage and the 
mutual conduct &nce of the tube,s ince at UHF the plate load 
impedance will be very small. 
42 




Making the substitution into equations 41 and 42 we get 





Since the second term is very small we may write the input 
admittance .as : 
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The first term of the input admittanoe will be recognized 
as the normal capacitive susceptance of the tube . The second 
term is a real positive term representing a conductive 
component of input admittance and having the v a lue: 
46 
TMb input conduct ance corresponds to a resistance whose 
v a lue decreases as the square of the frequency in parallel 
wtth the input capacitance Ckg for a given driving voltage. 
This resistance consumes no power. There is no re a l power 
involved. The driving power consumed in this fashion is 
simply transmitted to the plate circuit. The equiva~, nt 
input resistance encountered hera can become very low due -
to this shunting conductance in the grid circuit . A 
similar adm1 ttauce will be acros the grid and plate . So 
the equivalent cireuit · including also the cathode to plate 
22 
capacitance would be as shown in Figure No. 10. Note that in 
Figure No. 10 we have the capacit ance in series with the 
re.s·istance ; so it means that we have to convert the parallel 
parameters into their series equivale nt. 
p 
k 
Figure No. 10 
Eq uivalent Circuit of a Triode Including the Internal Lead 
Erteets and th~ Interelectrode Capaeitano~& 
As it may be realized the ~ad inductances whieh are 
considered to be inside or the tube ean be added to the 
electron transit time effect. 9 
In this case we have a similar component or conductance 
due to electron transit time effect as will be seen later. 
The transit time eftect varies as the square of the frequency. 
The equivalent resist ances tha t are due to cathode inductance 
·:reedback and electron transit. time, are in parallel and any 
measurement will involve the effect of both. A brief out-
line of theW. R. Ferris10 point of view on this matter will 
be given later. 
2. Consideration of the .Pin and Internal Circuit 
Effects of the Tube (6) 
With the development o£ equivalent circuits at higher 
(9) tieweiyn, F . B., Equivelent N.etworks of Negative Grid Vaouum 
Tubes at UHF , B. s . T.J., Vol.l5, p.575, 1936. 
(lO)Ferris, w. H. ,Input R si·st nee of Vacuum ·Tubes at U'HF Ampli-
t.lers, Proc.I , Vol.24,p. 88, Jan. 1936. 
(6) Strutt, Vender Z i 1, op • . it . 
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frequencies the outside lea~ ; . effect had to be included in 
equivalent circuit. As it is obvious these eff"ects are 
entirely outside effects and have to be considered aparately 
from the internal tube lead effects. A schematic diagram 
ot: a triode including· outside pin and lead effects as well 
as stray capacitances is given below in Figure No . 11 . 
Yo 
Figure No. 11 
Schematic Diagram or Triode Including Outside Pin and Lead 
Ef fects as Well as S tr ay Capacit an ees 
The symbol Y is t he admittance betwee n c athode and grou nd, 
Yak the admit•anee betwee n anode and c a thode, V8 the anode 
lead inductance, Y88 the admitt ance betwe e n anode and grid 
end Yg the grid lead inductance . 
The v arious 1nduet1ve p arameter e an be c alcula ted by 
the well known self induct ances and mutual indu ctances formu-
las r e spect i vely. 
L = 2. e (f... ¥- -1) v to·-' hr.n.:~s 4? 
M =- 2e (e...--2} -1)~~o-' ~,C1 .... 
J .... ,,., . 
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Where: 1 is t~e lead in ceo. t.ime t~rs 
d is. the diameter \of! tbe,. leaQ in c entimeters 
·'1J 
a is thJ 44~ta'n.ce be,tween the eorre~s-ponding leads 
" , . \ t 
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After the ev a luation of lead effects we can include 
also the interelectrode capacitances in Figure No . 11. 
There arises another important point, what are the values 
of the interelectrode capaeit ances?11 As Benh~ points 
out the grid to cathode as well as grid to anode capaci-
tanees 4iff'er considerable trom those at cold stage. 
They are given as follows: 
49 
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where: cl is the cathode grid "opo.G. ; ta .... c. e.. ;., ~he. c.oiJ 5- lo.~e. 
r ' ' 1+ fL Cz.. 
c2 is the grid anode eapaci tanee in the cold stage 
Atter the external lead effect and the stray capacit-
ances between leads are included in Figure No. 11, an equiva-
lent circuit for a positive grid for a positive grid triode 




Figure No. 12 
Equivalent Circuit of a Triode With Interna l and External- Tube 
Ettects Taken into Aeeount 
(.11) Benham, Tubes and Amplifier Theory, Proc.IRE·, Vo1.2o, p.ll05, 
1938. 
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The symbols with primes indicate external effects. 
(I) Modification of the Above Circuit10 
Modification of the above circuit can be made by including 
the transit time in the internal lead and 1nterelectrode 
capacity effects. Such a derivation would be analytically 
analogous to the interna~ tube effects and could be included 
in the above circuit. Sueh a derivation has been carried 
out by W. R. Ferris. His point of view depends upon math~­
matical manipulations and assumptions and it doesn't coneider 
any internal electron effects. This method will now be 
analyzed. Llewellyn's point of view and derivations on 
transit time effects in vacuum tubes is found to be more 
rellable and will be discussed later. The most pronounced 
·effeet at high frequencies is the transit ti~e effect. This 
is evident with the appearance of a conductive co ponent in 
the grid -input admittance. That is, a definite amount or power 
is required to drive the grid even though it does not inter• 
cept any electrons. In addition the mutual conductance and 
amplification factor becomes complex and smaller in magnitude, 
having a negative phase angle that increases in magnitude 
. 
with frequency. The grid current in tht~ case will be propor-
tional to the product of the mutual conductance, the frequency, 
the eleetron transit time and the grid voltage. Mathematically 
expressed: 
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(ib) Ferris, 6p.ait. 
Where: K isQproportionality constant 
gm is the grid mutual conductances 
the. 
..t · T is tr ansit time 
V is grid input voltage g 
The grid input admittance will be defined by: 
26 
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This admittance will have a conduct ance component and a sus-
ceptance component. If the grid current leads the grid 
voltage by ~0° the input admittance would be purely imaginary, 
corresponding to the suscept ance of the cathode grid capaci-
t ance. Actually this will be the larger component of the 
input admitt ance. However, the admittanee will have a con-
ductance component of the form: 
53 
Where e is the angle by which the fundamental component 
of the induced grid current tails to lead the grid voltage 
by 90°. The angle e itself depends on the product or the 
frequency and transit time of the electron. 
54 
Wh re: K2 is· , ~ .. ~; constant 
T is the transit time 
From equations ~2, 53, end 54 the input conduotano is given 
b·y: 
55 
to a htgh d gree of approximation. 
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Equation 55 shows that tha grid input conductance 
increases as the square of the frequency tor a given set ot 
operating conditions. The input resistance encountered here 
1s such that the driving power required ~or a given excita-
tion increases as the square of thetrequeney. 
The constant of equation 55 can be evaluated to include 
12 Cond14c.h~""'' 
the effect of space charge. The specific form of the grid v 
is given by G',;;; ~:; .. ,.,. 4 Tjk s -t H-#f -r4-s(~e) _ 2 ~~ 
en· .. 3S m + 20 c ~ 2 ] 56 
1 .. ~ . (1 +~)a. 
vs tl~ Where : T is the cathode- grid ' transit time kg 
Tgp is the grid - plate transit time 
vp is the electron velocity at the plate 
vg is the mean electron velocity in the grid plane 
gm is the grid mutua~ conductance 
tha 
The actual equation of~input conductance is extremely 
complicated therefore we will confine ourselves to the 
derivations already mentioned. A more complete analysis can 
13 be found in reference 13. 
Now we may combine theeffect of transit time and internal 
lead effects by using equations 56 and 45. The equivalent 
resistances that are due to cathode inductance feedback and 
electron tr ansit time will be in parallel. The above equations 
for input admi ttames:· indicate only first order ef:feots. 
(12r· North, ]). o. ,liiaiysis of' the Effect of Space Charge on Grid 
Impedanc ,Proc.IRE, Vol.24,p.l08, Jan.l936. 
(13) Tub Adm~~tanc ot R ce1ving Tubes, Tube Dept.,Radio • 
of rica, N · Jer's y, November 1946 9 
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Departures from simple theory indicated above are due to 
the following: 
(l) The input capacity of a tube is nonlinear with 
transconductance . This is a low frequency effect due to space 
charge . TJ:ti~ contributes to a nonl.ineari ty between input 
conductance and tube trans-conductance. 
(2) Partial resonance between ~ead inductance and inter-
,.,.,~ 
electrode capacity may change vapparent input eapaeitenee. 
(3) There may be a negative input conduct ance component 
due to screen lead inductance in pentodes and tetrodes. 
(4) There are cold tube input conductance components 
due to lead resist ance and dielectric lo'~es that obscure lead 
inductance and electron transit time effects. The lead resis-
t anoe yields an input conductance component that increases 
as the rive - halves po er of frequency as a result of skin 
effect . Yiel.eetric loses yield a component of conduct ance 
that increases linearily with frequency. 
Disregarding the dep arture !'rom the simple theory we can 
include in the above derivations the external as well as the 
internal effects of the tube end the circuit of Figure No. 12 
has to be modified sl·ightly. The only difference between this 
moc&aec.cl 
~ equival.ent circuit and that of Figure No. 12 will he an 
additional admittance component in parallel with the internal 
lead effects due to transit time phenomena. One will readily 
e.dm1 t tha t the equi val.en t o iroui t becomes ver y oompl.ieated as the. 
trequeno.y aoes u-p, Jlor over as was pointed out above,· B.JlY 
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assumptions have been made which will be no longer accurate 
at still higher frequenci~s. 
As we shall see in the experimental determination of 
four pole admittances for the equivalent circuit of the 
vacuum tube all these methods for evaluation eaeh effe t 
· separately and then recombining all the effects will be 
o.bsol te for the four pole admittances include ". ra. ~· ' 
those effects. 
(A) Trans+ t Time 
SECTION II --
Elec~ron Th o~ie 14 
Before starting the deriva tions or equivalent circuits 
based completely on electron stream theory, it is desirable 
to review some electron stream effects in vacuum tubes . The 
grid in e Class A triode. is usually maintained negative . 
Theoretically then no grid current would flow . But experi-
15 
mental results by Irving Langmuir shOF.s that in many types 
of high vacuum tubes some electrons posses the ability to 
pass to an electrode having more negative potential than 
the eathode .from whieh they originate . For ex·aQJ.ple, en 
exper·iment on a cylindrical grid was made where the grid was 
biased 30 volts negative with respect to cathode and the 
ele ctron current was observed to flow to this cylinder in 
spite of its nega tive potential. Expe'r-imeat carried out 
shows tha t the current flow was very pronounced in cylindrical 
grid tubes. :AS. we are concerned with para1lel plane grid 
structure.s, we will neglect the above phenomena in our discuss-
ion which follows: 
Let us now investigate the transit time phenomena on 
g rid electron flow. As was mentioned above in Cl.ass A triode 
we ma y say that no grid current has to f1ow as long as the 
grid is maintained negative. With a little thoug ht however , 
(14) Li nder, Ernest G. , Excess Electron Motion in High Ve cuUffi 
Tubes, Proo . IRE, Vol.26, p.346, 1~38. 
(15) L a ngmuir, Irving, Scattering of Electrons in Ionized 
Medbms, Phys.Rev., Vol.26, p.585, Nov. 1925. 
it can b seen that aa electron approaching a negativ grid 
will indu~ a current flowing from the n .gative grid to the 
positive cathode through the externa l grid circuit. The 
electron under th1s condit i on will supply energy to the 
grid circuit as it is decelerate d . Likewise an electron 
moving away from th~ nega.tive grid will induce a current 
in the reverse direction, or the electron will take energy 
from the grid as it is repelled by the nega tive grid charge . 
However, if a number of ele ctrons are approaching a grid from 
one side and simultaneously an equal number of ele etrons are 
going away from the grid on the other side, the induced cu r rent 
effects cancel and the net energy interchange is zero . At 
ordinary audio frequencies and the lower radio frequencies 
the time of transit of a single electron between cathode and 
anode is usually very short with respect to time of a cycle 
of grid volta~e. Thus for each incremental change in grid 
voltage during a eyele there is practically instantaneous read-
justment of space charge end electron flow. At all times equal 
number of electrons are approaching and leaving the grid and 
no alternating current is induced in the grid circuit . 
As operation enters the higher frequeney regions, the 
time of tra nsit of the electron is no longer short wfith 
respect to a eyele or grid voltage and the grid voltage may make 
a change or appreciable magnitude while some electrons are 
in flight from cathode to anode. As a result electrons may 
be leaving the c a thode at a n increased rate owing to a positive 
charge of gr i d voltage, whereon in the grid - anode space, the 
1 
leotron..·_. density is lo er owing to th~ . preceding more 
negative value of the grid voltage. A net induced current 
then t1ows in the grid circuit and it c an be seen that this 
Qft 
current may have ~ arbi trary phase rel a tion with respeet to 
the a.o. grid voltage since its angle of lag depends on 
t-he. 
the rel a tion or time of electron tr ansit to time of vgrid 
voltage cycle. However, in general the induced current 
may have a component in pha se with the a.c. grid voltage.· 
If a component of current is in phase with the grid vol -
tage energy is supplied b y the grid current to the electron 
stream. Flow of an in-phase component of alternating 
current in the grid circuit implies a conduction component 
in the grid admittance. Such a conductance is indepenQen~ 
of, and in addition to, the normal grid conductance of this 
grid. 
Since grid voltage sources are usually of high imp.edance 
the shunting of this hi gh impedance by the transtt time 
conduction results in lowering of the volt-age. applied to 
the grid and decreased amplification of the higher frequen-
cies. Also since many grid sources are parallel resonant 
e1rcu1ts, shunting them with a high conductance reduces the 
resonant impedance and broadens the resonant response curve 
there by giving reduced selectivity. 
Example of transit time effect phenomena: 8 
For a better understanding of transit time effect at 
higher frequencies it will be helpful to give an example of 
(8) Thompson, op.cit. 
this erfeet. A useful and satisfactory viewpoint ie to 
u ...... 
consider the eurrent tlow" between two parallel plate 
electrodes as shown in Figure No. 13 • 
...,.._d ----'!1 .. ~1 
----------~tl~l------------~ 
v 
Figure No . 13 
A Charge Between TWo Parallel Plates 
The electric field between the electrodes is simply JL = £ d 1--hc. 
where d is the distance between" electrodes. If a small 
positive electric charge .q is placed between the plates very 
close to the positive plate, there will be an increase i~ the 
charge of the positive plate of amount q and no increase in 
the charge of the negative plate. There will be a force 
acting on the charge of magnitude ~. tending to move it toward 
the neg a tive plate. If the charge is allowed to move, the 
work done on it by the field is equal to ~x where x is the 
dist ance the cha rge has moved. The work done on the charge 
is supplied from the battery and is equal to the product of 
its voltage ~ and the change in charge induced on one of 
the plates. If q represents the charge induced on the ne g a-
n 




9-n = 59 
In other words, the charge induced on the negative plate 
is proportional to the charge in space and to the #action 
of the total distance between plates which the charge has 
covered. or course, the charge qp induced on the positive 
plate is equal to the d ifference between the space charge 
and the charge induced on the negative plate, since the 
total charge induced on the two plates is always equal in 
magnitude and opposite in sign to the space charge . The 
current flowing to the negative plate as a result of the 
motion of the charge q is equal to the rate of change or 
the charge qn·· This is simply: 
Ln -:: d'fn 
- -t-~ =-crt 60 -dt 
The important conclusion which we may draw from this simple 
analysi s is t h at in a vacuum tube the current produced by 
the passage of an electron does not flow simply at the 
inst ant the electron reaches the electrode, but tlows con-
tinuously in all adjacent electrodes while the electron is 
in motion. If the electron moves between parallel plates, the 
ourr nt flow does not depend on the position of the lectron 
but on1y on its velocity . The total current flo ing to an 
electrode may be determined by adding up all the minute 
currents produced by the individual electrons, or more 
analytically by integrating the currents produced 
n•· 
by inr{tesimal strips of space current . 
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In a steady state condition, the current flow 
determined by such integration is exactly equal to the rate 
of arrival of electron at the electrodes. When the current 
is varying with time, as in the case or an amplifier tube 
with en alternating voltage applied to the grid, the rate 
of arrival of electrons at the electrode may be greater 
or less then the actual current flowing because of the 
finite transit time of the electrons. If the current 
is momentarily increasing, the rate of arrival of electrons 
may be less at any instant than the flow of electrons in 
the spaee between the parallel plates. These considerations 
show that the current flowing to an electrode may be differ-
ent from the rate of arrival of electrons at the electrode . 
It is also possible to have a current flowing to an electrode 
at which no electrons arrive if the number or velocity of 
the electrons approaching the electrode is instantaneously 
different from the number or velocity of those receding 
from it. 
16 (B) Space Charge 
(lo)Fay, c.E.,Samuei , A.L.,Shockiey,W., On the Theory of Space 
Charge Between Parallel Plane Electrodes,B.S . T . J.,Vol.l7, 
p. 4~, 1938 
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Figure No. 14 
Potential Distribution Between Two Pl anes of Positive Potenti als 
For a better understanding of the subseouent articles a 
' ' 
brief outline of space charge effects will be g iven. 
Consider two plahes, a and b, of fixe d d. c. potentials, 
v1 and v2 (V2 is larger than v1 ) respe ctively, separated by 
a distance d. Let a uni-directional and u Giform electron 
stre am of J amp/em2 be injecte d into the space from the 
0 
r .iglit plate and at ri ght angles to the pl ane. If the 
injected current is extremely small the potential distri-
bution does not differ very much from the free sp a ce one, 
represe nted by curve· 1 on Figure No. 14. .As the injected 
current is increased slightly the potential curve starts to 
sa( , as in curve 2, and a furiher sma~l increase causes a 
potential minimum to develop at the electrode of lower po-
tenti al. Still greater increase in injected current makes 
the potential minimum Vm sink and move towards the electrode 
of higher potential. This state of affairs, with e continuously 
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decreasing potential minimum , continues until a critic al 
value of injected current causes t he potential minimum to 
sink abruptly to zero and a virtual cathode is formed 
(curve 3) . This abrupt change is referred to as a Kipp. 
(C) Plane-Electrode Space Charge Flow5 
The rel ations between potential, dist ance, and current 
in the plane electrode case can be obtained from Poisson's 
equation, the energy equation, and t he rel a tion between 
current, charge and velocity. Poisson's e qu a tion in the 
one-dimentional case reduces to : 
J:.ll = -% dx.2. eo 61 
Where: V is t he potential 
r is volumetric space cha rge density 
Eo is the dielectric c onstant of free space in mks units 
The energy equation has the form: 
Where: 
Lmu~ = Ve 
2. 
m is the mass of the ele ctron 
v is the velocity of the electron 
e is th~ charge of an electron 
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This equation assumes that the electron has started from 
rest at a point of zero potenti al. Also the current density 
is giv n by: 
63 
Where: ~ is the oonuection current density 
0 
{5) Sp ngenberg, op.cit . 
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The three e qu~tions above suffice for a determination of 
ell the relations involved in a parallel electrode space 
charge flow. By substituting of equations 52 and 63 into 
equation 61, we have: 
64 
· A first integration is achieved by multiplying both 




when ·v: is · equal to zero so c1 is equal to 
zero. A second integrat ion gives: 
3/4 r· . ~ V := 4Jo r;T,,':r;. T (2.. 
3 Go 2.e 66 
where C is again zero. 
2 
Solving for J and substituting in the values for the con-
stants, we have: 
67 
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Equation 67 eonsti tutes the Child-Langmuir spaee charge 
law ·and has been v e rified experiment ally. 
potential gives equation 68. 
2/3 li/3 V= 5,,8'0lc, X vo//~ 
Solving for · the 
68 
(17) Langmuir, I., The Effect at S.paoe Charge on Theriiibnic 
currents in High Vacuum Tubes, Phys.Rev., Vol. 2,p.450, 
Deo.l913. 
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(D) Current Law for Plane Triodes 
It is found eBperimentally that in triodes the total 
current rele ased from the emitter is very nearly proportional 
to the t hree-halves power of the equivalent voltages, 
We ean write, there fore, 
Where: ~p is the plate current density 
J 8 is the grid cu r rent density 
. 69 
in which k is a const a nt to be determined from experiment a l 
data. 
5 {E) Effect of Space Charge upon Transit Time in Diodes 
The transit time in an electric field is given by the 
integral of the reciproc a l of velocity with respect · to dis-
tanee. 
T = 1Xa_d. 
x, lT 
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For the plane-elee~rode diode the transit time with and with-
out space charge is easily determined. Without space charge 
the pote ntial profile is a straight line so that 
Va; = _.__ Vp 71 
d ICf> 
Where: V is the potential at any point between electrodes 
X 
vp is the plate potential 
• 
The velocity at any point, assuming zero initial velocity, 
is then given by: 
'12 
(5) Spongenberg, op.e1t. 
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Where: vx is the velocity at any point between two ele~~ des 
v is the velocity w1 th which the electrons strike p 
the plate. 
therero·~-e the transit time is: 
. '/2.1 dGp T =[de. ) .z'x ¥ ~~ 1' 0 .X 73 . 
with the results that 
T= 2.. d~P 
'-'p 
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When the space charge is present in the plana-electrode diode, 
then the potential follows a four-thirds law, so that 
The velocity at any point is given by 
ll~ = (_ .:x. )~r 
\ dcp 
So that the transit time is 
d ~;: dCf' - 2./3 1 T- ~ :x: o'x. 
11p () 
with the result that 






. This is seen to be o:r the same fam as for the space charge 
tree oase, the only difference being that the time is 50 
percent greater. 
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8c..haviot" SECTION III 
Vacuum Tube ~ V!ben Transit Time is Taken Into Account 
(A) Derivation of Fundamental Equations18 
At UHF the inclusion or the interelectrode components, 
lead effects and transit time in the equiv&lent circuit as 
discussed up to this point will still not be correct. A better 
approe.ch to the exact result would be to 1l.nalyze more rigor-
ously the tr E-nsit time effect. 19 From the analysis of trBnsit 
time by many author's, Llewellyn's work seems to check with 
the Benham's theoretical work on vacuum tubes at hi g h fre-
quencies. In his development, Llewe llyn t a kes two parallel 
plenes of infinite extent , one or which is held at a positive 
potential V wit h respect to the others, and between the two, 
electrons are free to move under thP influence of the exist-
ing f'ields. curr~ \'1 f-
alcc.h·otl 4----
·- ---
Figure No. 15 
Current Flow Between Two Parallel Planes 
For the deve lopment of the fundeme nt &l relations existing 
between the two parallel planes, a and b, we may have the clessi-
cul equation of the electromagnetic tteory which may be set 
down as follows: 
E ==- ,Jv 79 
.J~ 
(18.) Llewellyn, F.B., Vacuum Tube Electronics, Proc.IRE, Vol.2l, 
p.l532, Nov. 1933. (lg) Bronwell A.B., Electron ~ransit Time Effect in Time Varying 
F1e1ds, Proc.I .. , Vol.33,p.752,0ct.l945. 
Vfhere: E is the electric intensity 
V is the potential 
~ is the charge density 
3 is the total current density 




.An electron located between two parall ·::;; l plates will 
be acted upon by a force which determines its acceleration. 
The resulting velooity is a function of both the distance x, 
from the cathode and the time t • x is also a function of 
t in terms of partial derivatives. T he equation expressing 





Substituting equation 80 into equation 81 we get: 
J=etr~~t~ 
J:x: J t 
84 
.1_ -:. u.J£ + J£ 
~ J~ .J t 
85 
Differentiating equation with respect to x and t respec-
tively and subst1 tuting in 85 and rearranging we get: 
. L 
.A. _I_ = c~ ... 11" _Q_J tr 
m f. Jt .J:Jc.. 86 
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The advantage of this last equ a tion as a starting point 
lies in the fact that the total density is not a function 
of x. 





v = Vo + v, +- v2.. .,. --- 89 
The quantities with the zero subscript are independent 
of time, that is, they are d.e. components; those 1th 
subscript 1 are dependent to first order upon time; those 
with subscript 2 are dependent to second upon time, and so 
forth. ~e will be concerned only with d.c. and fundamental 
components; that is we are going to neglect terms above 
first order 
The concept of alternating current veloeity eomponeat 
requires a few words of explanation . In the absence of 
any alternating current component, electrons leave e ther-
mionic cathode with nearly zero velceity and mov.e across 
the anode ith continuously increasing velocity und r the 
44 
well known classical laws. This velocity consti ·tutes the 
direct current velocity component. When small alternating 
current components are introduced there will be a fluctua-
tion of velocity superimposed on direct current value, 
and the alternating current component need not be zero at 
a virtual cathode or at the plane of a positive grid. 
The first two equations of the system are as follows: 
90 
In equation 90 the boundary conditions are restricted so 
that when x is zero, the velocity and acceleration both are 
zero. This restriction means that initial velocities are 
negleeted, and that complete space charge is assumed. Thus 
the solu tion for v 0 in equation 90 is as follows: 
11o = eX .X. 2-/3 
1 ~ ) 1-/3 
Lo)hCr'C.. 0(-: l_~ 7 ;g 92 
The solution of equation 91 is more eomplieated. Let us 
assign a particular value to J 1 , namely J,::Asinwt, and 
find the cor responding value of v1 • To solve for vl, it 
is convenient to change the variable x to a new variable 
which will be called the transit angle. This new variab1e 
45 
is e qual to the product of the angular :frequency w and 
the time T whic h it would take an electron moving wit h vel-
ocity v 0 to reach point x and is e qual to 
e=wT .::1 93 
R•writing equation 86 with the new velocity component intro-
duced we have: 
95 
Equation 94 has the solution 
Ll, =--/t,~ti .... wi+~ colwt+F,(e-wV+e}F..(e-wt)] ge; 
This equation contains two arbitrary tunctions ot(9-wc) which 
must be evaluated f'rom the boundary conditions sEieeted tor 
v1 • Thus the boundary conditions for the alternating current 
component make thei·r ~irst appearance. 
From the for m of equation Ql which is linear in v , it 
l. 
is evident that v 1 must be a sinusoidal function of time 
having an angular frequency w in order to correspond 
with the form of J • It follows, the n , th a t the most g e nera l 
1 
form which c an be assumed for t h e ste e.dy st a te functions F1 
a nd F is as follows: 
2 
F, (B-..,~= as i..,. ( B-w y + b cos ( G -wt) 97 
98 
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~~ pointed out, there is no mathema tic a l necessity for boun-
dary conditions imposed upon v 1 to correspond with those which 
were imposed upon v 0 • As on actual cathode consisting or an 
electron emitting surface, . it would be appropriate to assume 
that the initial velocities are in no way dependent upon the 
current. In general we shall have to deal not only with 
actual cathodes, but also with virtual cathodes* when the 
assumption or zero alternating current velocity and accelera-
tion is unwarranted. The general equations for the alternat-
ing current will therefore apply when the origin is taken at 
the point of direct current potential minimum which forms the 
virtual cathode. 
Since there are two arbitr a ry functions in equation 96, two 
boundary conditions will be needed. The first boundary condi-
tion is that the alternating current velocity is finite at the 
origin. For the other, a knowledge of the value or the altern~ 
ing current velocity at any point between the two ref'erenee 
planes is sufficient. Thus, if at a particular value of a 
say E>, , we know that v 1 is equal to Ms'"CJt ... l*oswt, we then have 
enough information to calculate its v &lue at all other points 
between the two parallel planes. In mathem~tical form the 
boundary conditions may be set forth as follows , when 9:0}1 v, must 
be finite, and 8.:6,, lJ,:.Hs1~..Ncos~t. Substituting these boundary 
conditions into equations 96,g?, and 98, we have for the 
ooeff'icien ts: c = 0 ' d=- 2 
a :.s2:..(M c.os 6,-Ns\~ 8, ~~cos B, -~ si-.,6. 99 ~ '/ e. 
b • :. ( 1- ,0~ 61- si 11\e, - ri'" (r.t si.,tf), t-f"tol e~ . 100 
*'lee · aeotlon C>n iiJ1e iron. Etfectsi of' this paper. 
As a final result for e quation '.9S we have: 
u, = ( M•JN}(cos e, +j sinEl.J(cos e,. j sine.) . 
+b [{(cose,-~ sin&.)-j(~. -:fcos8,- sinG) J 
(GO~ e. -J si'VJ e) -( 1-L sin e)_ j ~ (1- cos e.JJ 
- e, e, 
The next step is a determination of the potential 
pending to the v s l o eities v end v respectively. 
0 1 






and then with the sep aration of components by equation 88 and 
89, we have: 
-~ ~ == ~ _,._J_ (uov,) 
Tn .v~ Jt Jx 
The solution of equation 103 is: 
Vo : - ---l:rl_ Vo 
2e 
2. 2. "-/3 





which is the well known classical r~tion between the po-
tential, the current, and the position between two parallel 
planes where complete space charge exists. 
The alterna ting cur rent component of the potential is 
obtained by integra tion of equation 104 as follows: 
= 2-ft.J, Jx + "· u, -+ f (c) 
,)t - 106 
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Solving ro~ v1 we have 
\1, .. -~~._(M .. ;N)(co~e, '"J 5 ;..,e.J ~sinB+co~e) +j(8<oS8 -si-..aJ] 2., a< 3~ r(cas e, -_g, . ,;,.,e.) - I(-..!- - .£.. CO$ e I- j j ..... $.)} 
e. ""'~ L e, .J a. e. . 1 0? 
· {(e,i.,.$+co~e) +f(ecosG-s;,..e))-cosG-j(e+ ~ e'..si.,.,e)] +C 
This equation is applicable between any two fictitious 
parallel planes where one plate is loeated at the origin 
where the boundary condition ror W is satisried, namely, 
. 0 
that the direct current components or velocity at a point 
x1 , correspondinp: to the transi.t angle, e, , is given 
by M + JN. Thus e quation 107 g ives th e fundamental 
rel a tion betwee n the alterna ting current component J 1 and 
the alterna.ting current potenti .al y2 in an idealized parallel 
plate diode. 
(B) Application to Triodes with Negatne Grid 
In the application of the f'und amu ntal relati ons . to 
the. 
triodes operating withvgrid at a negati ve .potenti al, the 
problem becomes more complicated, b e cause of the d ifferent 
current paths which exist within the tube. Moreover the 
direct current potential dis t ribution is disturbed in a 
r a dical wa y b y the presence o f the negative grid. In f act 
t he negative grid triode in so me respects offers greater 
theoretical difficulty 
18,20,21 










L. ,Sp s ee Ch rJr ge as b ·-Cau se of Ne g e.ti ve Re s i R t en ce in a 
r: nd it s Be a ring on Sho r t Wave Generator, Phys.Rev., Vol. 
501, Oct. 1929 • . 
It will be assumed that the alternating velocity· at 
a point x
1
, located near the cathode is directly propor-




If the point x1 is verv near the cathode we ma y assume 9 • 
t o be zero, so that equation 107 may be wri t ten a s 
Vp::. 12g,.A [(e s i 'YIB + 2cos9-~+-J(el- d e:.2si., g+Bcod)] 
_ ~Mt}J)-f~ s: ·Y\9 + ~ -· J-1}- j (si""B-Bco$~ 109 
The equation may be written in condensed form wi th t he aid of 
Vp = J.( r + J x) - v, ( jt .. j Y) 110 
where 
r: 
- 1~ :· (ec;,.,e + 2. c o ~ 8- 2.) 111 
.X = - j 12..-. ( B +J.. 9:. 2.!i. i, e -t fJcos8) 112 
64 ' 
jJ :: 2 J-lo ( esi'l'le +cos 9-1) 113 fjz. 
v-= . 2 ~0 ( e cos e _, i ""e) 114 e2. 
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The significance or e qu a tion 110 is a pparent when it 
is comp ared with the classical form of the equ a tion repre-
senting the alternating current plate voltage, nam~1y 
115 
The plate resistance v 0 has now become complex or 1ike-
wi·se h a s the amplification factor }' • Values of' the 
· internal plate impedance 
116 
as a function ot e are plote·d in Figure 16 81ld 17. (See 
pe•e 51 for these figures). 
Values ot the amplification factor 
117 
are shown in Figures No. 18 and 1g. (See page 52 for these 
figures). 
The cathode to plate e apacitance is included in the funda-
ID.ental rel a tions. J .. t low frequencies, the equivalent circuit 
representation of e quation 110 degenera tes into that shown 
in Figure No. 20 . Note th a t equ a tion 109 has two real and two 
imaginary component's t that is .one minus and one plus for 
" ~ ~ ~ 
--
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.~igure No. ~8 
/ plot of Amplification Factor Versus Frequency 
!Figure No. 19 
~lot of Pha of Amp~ifioation Factor 
~ersus requenoy 
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resistance and also one minus and one plus for reactance. 
So the equivalent circuit representation must be a parallel 







Figure No. 20 
Equivalent Circuit or Plate Cathode Path of Negative Grid 
Triode for Low Values of Transit Angle 
Strictly speaking the e q uivalent circuit corresponding 
to equation 110 exists not betwe e n the plate and eathode but 
between plate and potential minimum near the cathode which is 
due t o the facts e xplained in the electronic section of th~ 
paper. Fraetieally, the difference is negligible except at 
very high frequencies. Since the imped ance b e tween eathode 
~he 
and potential minimum is small c ompared to" plate impedance, i t s 
effect is merely to add a loss to the system which increases 
with frequency, since the plate impedance approaches a capa-
city as the frequency approaches infinity. This can be seen 
from equations 111 and 112 . 
The torce clue.Jio the grid acts on the high charge density 
region existing near the potential minimum. The impedance 
bet een cathode and gri~, therefore, consists of two parts in 
54 
series, name ly, c apucity between grid and potenti a l minimum 
and imped a nce between potential minimum and cathode, the 
latter part of t h is imped a nce being common bot h to pl a te 
and grid current paths. 
If we were to connect the grid and cathode termin als 
of such a triode to a cap acity bridge and measure the c a pacity 
existing there when the tube was cold and when the tube was 
heated, we would notice a slight increase in latter case. 
The reason for this incre a se may be best explained by noting 
that in the cold condition the electrost a tic force from the 
grid is exerted on the cathode itself, whereas in the heated 
state, the force acts on the electrons ne a r the potential 
minimum, thus resulting in an incre a sed c a p acity in series 
withe resistive component. 
Now let us consider the grid-pl a te path. First of all 
let us consider a low frequenc y case. In this case the 
HK 
electron stream passes throug h the spa ces betweenygrid wires, 
afterward diverging as t he plate is approached. Zlectrost ~tic 
f orce from the grid acts not onl y on the pl a te but also 
on the electrons in the space betwee n. It is evident, then, 
that the path, which, whe n cathode was cold, c onstituted a 
pure cap a city chang e into an effective capacity different 
from the ori g inal in c o~bination with a resistive component. 
The losses would be expected to increase wit h frequency just 
as they did in the grid-cathode type. The change in grid-
plate impe dance . is particularly noticeable when it is 
55 
attempted to adjust balan ced or neutra lized amplifier cir-
. euits with the fil ame nt cold, in which case the b alance 
is disturbed when the cathode is he a ted. 
It has been shown tha t both the c a thode-grid path 
and the grid-pl a te path contain resistive components with 
corresponding losses which increase with increase of fre-
quency. This loss may be used as a reason why triodes with 
negat ive grids cease to oscillate at the higher frequencies. 
The electronics of the v a cuum tube wh ich was discussed 
in the- preceding pages must be re g~ arded as a st arting 
po~nt to the more rigorous solution of the problem. 
Among the various assumptions which were made in the 
development of the theory, there a re two wh ich are of real 
imp ortance a nd make the development f a r from being correct 
at Ul.tra High Frequencies. These t wo may be enumerated as 
:follows: 
(1) Current flow in str a ight lines 
{ 2) No space charge e f' fect. ·· 
We m8y now wonder why the results of this an a l y sis is 
not combined in the internal and e xterna l le a d effect a s well 
as interelectrode cap a citances to form a more a ccur a te 
equivalent circuit of the vacuum tube. Of course this could 
be done but how accurate would be the ove rall equivalent 
., -<_.....,. 
circuit: It s answer depe nds merely on the range of :fre-
quencies, and the more th~ fre quency goes up, the less 
accurate the circuit becomes. We must now look to some 
other -ap proach which will give the overall behavior of 
55 
Htc elec tron stream within the vacuum tube. 
This has been c arried out by Benham and jointly b y 
L. C. Peterson a nd Llewelyn. I n the next section this new 
approach based on the consideration of electron stream 
within the vacuum tube must be analyzed. But unfortuna tely 
this approach disregards tr ansit time affect a t v ery high 
frequenc i es due to Maxwellian velocity distribution. The 
results from t h is new analysis can be considered as being 
reasonably correct up to 1010 cycles/sec. The gene ral 
steps in the new approach are the s ame as for the considera-
tion of the transit time except for the addition of space 
charge effects, and slightly different bound ary conditions. 
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SECTION IV 
Electron Stream Theory as Applied to Vacuum Tubes 
( A) Derivation or a General Impedance Formula~2 
This new analysis of vacuum tube starts with the work 
1 
of W. E . Benham who considers a special case comprising 
two parallel plane electrodes , a-b , one of which is an 
emitter and the other a collector. 
cur-r-en~ Flow 
a b 
Figure No . J..l) 
Parallel Plane Electrodes 
The conditions at the emitter are restricted by the 
assumpt i on that the electrons are emitted with zero initial 
veloci t y and acceleration . The planes are or infinite e~tent . 
Plane ~ is held at a positive potential V with respect to 
p l ane b . Between the two planes electrons are free to move 
under the inrluence o f the existing field . The next step 
c onsists of separation of alternating and direct current 
c ompone n ts , not onl y of current and potenti al but also of 
electron velocity eharge density and e lectric intensity. The 
(~2) LleweliYti, F.B. and Peterson, t.c. ,vacuum Tube Networks.Proc. 
IRE, vol.32 .p.l9g, 1944. 
(l) Baham, op.cit. 
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analysis s tarts with one of the Maxwell equation giving the 
total current density in t he space between t he two p e rallel 
plates. 
81 
The equation of motion of an electron is obtaine d b y 
the equation 
Where: k -7 e quals 10 




•19 Where e is the electron charge equal · to 1.5~xl0 coulombs. 
In this equat ion the effect of a magnetic field is disregarded*. 
This is thoroughly justified until electron velocities approad1 
that of l.ight or the spacing between the two parallel planes 
becomes comp arable wit t . the wave length of the alternating 
fiel~ 09nsidered. The first fundament a l equation used in 
t h is development is: 
-
V· cf. ::. f 1 2.0 
*The f'oroe ould be · given by F. eE +e.'l'lf.!:L 
is considered c 
if the magnetic field 
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w~ ich for the parallel planes now considered, becomes 
80 
By substituting of this equati6n into equat ion 31 there results 
121 
As E is a function both or t and of x, we c an write: 
122 
Comparison of the ·right hand side of this equation with the 
equ·ation for current density given above shows that as soon 
as the velocity v is identified with d~ 
dl-
current density in the form 
J=e.d_E_ 
dt 
we can write the 
123. 
here the total derivative indicates that we must i magine 
ourselves to be fixed to a certain electron and riding along 
with it in order to o b serve the v a riation in field intensity a s 
time progresses. en E 1s replaced by the ~eleration, as in 




in which the rema rks made above in connection withE now apply 
to acceleration a. 
The total current density J is not a function of x but 
it is only a function of t. This comes about because of the 
plane shape and parallel disposition of the electrodes as 
mentioned in the preceding section, and that the current 
always flows in closed path; that is, its divergence is zero. 
In order to integrate the equation, it will be found conven-




is a constant; all other J's are functions of 
time. Their exact definitions will develop in the course of 
f-ltc 
the analysis, but at "present they mas· be considered as alter-
nating current components of the current density. We may 
write also: 
Ill ~e.. = k +cp (t) 126 
Where f"!(f) is the sum of .11--l J'2 +J3 •••• and is the third 
derivativv ~ ; i th re~pect to time of some time function 
while k is the const a nt component, ~0 • With this under-
standing equations 1 24 and 125 can be written as: 




Where a.~ -rcx(tA.) is the a ccele ration·, ·w-he-• · t == t that · 
.u. S' l.S, 
at the a -plane, and a 8 is the independent or t a , so that it is 
constant . 
Another integr a tion gives 
. I): l K ( t- t ,_y~ f '( t)- f> '( tG) ~ ( f -c t ~ 'f "( t ... J 
+( t-l,._)o. .. t{t- t,.} <f( t~) i- u.,_ + y- ( t .. ) 
Where Ua -t v(tQ.) is the veloe i ty, where t = ta.. 
dent of t • 
a 
129 
a nd v ta indepen-
a 
A third integration gives 
X: t I<{£- to-)~ f( f.)- f ( t.._) - ( t- /:~'f· {fo.) -l ( f:- to)~ r l-Q.) 
' ' 130 
i i ( t- to.) <l.o. +-} (£- t i f ( t..-) i- ( t- to) u Q. i- ( t- lc.) )I (to} 
Where: x equals 0 
t equals t 8 
In proceeding from this point onward, an important 
limitation must be kept in mind . In e q u a t ion 81 from wh ich 
129 is derived, the velocity v is a single v a lue function of 
x and t . There fore in equ a tion 129 initial condit i ons must 
never be assi g ned which cause any of the e lectrons to ov-ert t::.ke 
one another at some point between the two planes considered, 
for tha t would imply electrons moving with different velocitie s 
a cross the same pl ane, so a s to violate the single valued 
velocity c·ondition. · The required c cnditions mu s t be sat i sfied 
23 
as ;r. Muller points out when-: 
131 
(23l '-uiler,J'., Untersuchungen 't1'b:er EieektronemstJ>ornungeli ·Fib .l t z. :q"' 
~eoh.U.Elektroqkust1k .,Vo1. 4l,May 1931. 
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because their electrons emitted at a certain time cannot 
overtake those previously emitted. 
t uti on: t: - tQ -= T +[ 
By making the subst1-
Where t is the tr c: nsi t time if all fluctuating components 
were absent, anol d is the variational transit time effect 
' and rearranging terms we get the expression~ 
0 = i- I(@ TLrf + 3 T J 2. +PJ + f(t.)-+ +<!:).+ y(t) + •. • . 132 
where k is the constant current density component. This 
tion may be arranged in the form of a power series in tf 
e qua-
It cannot at the present time be solved for J. , but it h a s 
the adva ntage over equation 130 in that the variational time 
d is not involved in the functions f, cp and r so that func-
tiona of' f, cp andY can be determined and then equation 1 .31 can 
be solved ror [ • 
Let S, t 1 f/! andY t_~ ach be ~. l,-+oz.+<I3 -t- ... 
~ Q 1'· +fz. + ,., + ... 
t = 'f· +cpa.+~~-+ --. 
V" = ~ + ,.,...&.. + )1"2_ + - .. 
As it is evident from 
split up into series as follows ; 
133 
the integration process, t, 'f, y-
are integration const ·::nts which are functions of time, o-r . 
aoceleration,velocity1 and space. These are then substi-
tuted into equation 132 and the resultant equation may be 
expressed as an infinite set of seps rate equations such that, 
in general, the sum o~ the subscripts of e3ch term of the nth 
• 
equation is equal to n. For· example'· the first equation includes 
all linear terms which have the subscript 1, but no :_ other 
termsJ the second equation includes all linear terms having the 
subaoript a arid also a11 quadratic terms having the sub or1pt.· 
63 
l; the third equation includes all linear terms having the 
subscript 3, cubic terms with subscript 1 and also products 
·~ h~ of quadratic terms wit h subscript 1 . Qlsbv linear terms with 
subscript l as well as products of linear terms with subscript 
2 1 and linear terms with subscript 1. 
The first of these equations may be solved for [, . , 
the second tor d4 
Let us express: 
; and the third for da , and so on. 
a. = a. o + a, + az. ? • - · 134 
and evaluate each term by using equation 128. Also let us 
express:· 
1J:: Vo + U, '+ 'Uz. i" ........ 135 
and evaluate each term by means of equation 129. e then 
have the acceleration and velocity in terms of transit time t, 
and the initial velocity and acceleration. In circuit work, 
the p6tential difference bet~een the two parallel pl a nes, a 
and b, say is more often required than the electron accelera-
tion. This · may be found from the definition of the potential 
difference, n~ely: 
· b 




in which t remains constant during the integration . If all 
a . c . oompouents were zero and t minus t
8 
equals T , where T 
is the transit time of all ' a. o . components were z e ro, then 
we woul d express equation 129 by 
.3 L T 
t1:. ;; L k T +.L a.~ T + Vo.. 
' 2. 
137 
Differentiating we get : 
dx ,. { t I( T a.+ ao T +- u ... j d T::. Uo ciT 138 
With the aid of this equation and equation 119. the potential 
difference is given by 
where W is used as an abbreviation for eV 
• t<Tn 
I n tb~ same way as the acceleration and velocity are 
divided into components, the potential differe nce may be 
split up into (W8 - b) 0 , (W8 - Wb) 1 , {W 8 - Wb) 2 , etc . 
These components are defined as 
(w -W•)o ~ i ~o llo d T 
(W.-w~.), =- J: :. v. d T 
(~- w.)~. = 1 TQ._ u. J T 
140 
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(B) Space Charge Factor Concept 
Berore the general equation for direct and altern a ting 
current are introduced it is necessary to introduce the space 
charge factor. In actual vacuum tubes there are usually 
many electrons present between the various planes of the 
tube at any given electron. The space charge factor S 
is a measure of the effectiveness o f that modification. In 
16 the treatment by c. E. Fay, A. L. Samuel and w. Shockley , 
the solution of the fundamental equation for space charge 
problems are obtained in terms of parameters which are 
dlfficul t to apply directly; therefore, it is easier to 
write the solutions in terms of direct current transit time 
as a p arameter. Such a procedure allows the degree of spaee 
charge to be specified b y defining a space charge factor, 
whi h we shall call • is zero when 
there is no space charge~ as more and more electrons are 
injected through the a-plane and move across t he b-plane, 
the density of space eh arge incre a ses and inore ases 
likewise. However, it is a well known fact that the 
amount of electron current which may be injected through 
the a-plane and tha t will thereafter mo ve across the b-plane 
is not unlimited, but has an upper value beyond which 1~ 1 
impossible to force more electrons into the space without 
having some of them turn a r ound and move backwards toward 
the a-plane with a oonseguent re duction in the number crossing 
the b-plwe . * 
lse page 36. 
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The on set of this phenomena occurs v e ry suddenly for a 
critical v alue of t he injected curr e n t whic h we shall call 
Im• When that v a lue of injected current is exceeded the 
performance of the vacuum tube ch a nges character very 
rapidly . Our present analysis is confined strictly to 
current values less than (or e.t most e qu a l to) the 
limiting value of I • The space charge factor is de f ined 
. m 
in such a way that it varies from a v &lue of zero for no 
space charge to a value of unity for complete space charge, 
t h e latte r condition being th a t for which the injected 
current has its 1 imi t j_ ng value I • . 
m 
The relation between 
the actual current In , the limiting current Im and this 
space charge ~actor r may be written: 
A graph of this function is s h own in Figure No . 22 . 
(See Page 67 for Figure No. 21) 
(C) D. c. Equations 
141 
Using the first expression of e qu a tion 140 and sub-
stituting its values f~r a and v , integrating , and intro-
o 0 
ducing the space c harge factor r , we obtain the 
following e q_u a tion f o r the steady case. 
{=3(:t-%) 
~ .. ( 1 - St3)( u ... + v,.} ~ 
j ( ) . L ~To= v~.v~ 2.sT 
Where T is~t~e velocity at plane a 
a 
~ is the velocity . of, plane b 
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D. a 0.2. o.a o.Lt o.s a' 0.7 · o. g o. !J 
r 
Figure No . 21 
l!. pl.ot of Ioj.Tm Versus Space Ch arge Factor f 
T is the time it takes for an ele ctron to traverse the 
distance between a a nd b. 
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~'o is the Ve.lue which T would approach when r 
zero. 
approaches 
That is T0 is the tra nsit time when there are no electrons 
present between the two planes b e sides the one under observa-
tion . 
The formuls for computing Im may be obtained from equa-
tion 141 by setting equal to unity and eliminating 
T between equations 141 and 142. 
In more convenient form the velocities v
8 
and vb may be 





which is a somewhat extended form of' Child's e q u at ion which 
applies only to the ease where the a-plane coincides with a 
thermionic cathode, the potential W then becoming zero . 
a 
Using the second expression of e quation 140 and sub -
stituting the v a lues of a 1 and v 0 we can have the alternating 
current equations in terms of space charge factor again with 
the result tha t the different t e rms in the equations appear 
in such a form that their rel ~> tive magnitudes may be directly 
tit c. 
compared. There are many possible choices f or spac 
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charge factor. F.roa actual tube operation it can be shown 
that reasonable good results can be obtained if a space 
charge factor is made equal to 1 . 0 for a region containing 
an emitting cathode or virtual cathode. Moreover, between 
any two grids of a vacuum tube, the value of is 
often extremely small and alternating current terms contain-
ing it as a factor may then be disregarded with little 
resulting error . 
The alternating electronic equations are: 
Wb- W o = A "J + 8 9o. + C lfa. 
· ~., = OJ + E 'J_a.. -f- F Uo.. 
145 
The coefficients A through K are expressable in terms 
of direct current quantities already defined togetherwith 
the frequency of the alternating current considered . 
qb is the conduction current of plane b; vb is the alternating 
electron veloci~y in centimeters per second; q
8 
is the oon-
d e'ien current density 
A symbol G will be used to represent the transit 
angle which is defined by the relations · e: w T o. n d (3= j 8. 
The eoettic~nt ot quation 145 are given in Table I , II and III . 
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TABLE NO . I . 
VQ I ues. 0 F Qlte.r o t I n3- c urr e. r) r Co IT• F ,.., ~ s 
A = ...L (uo. + vb l ~ __!__ [1 --k- ( 1- JZ...S..)] 
c '/ 2. (3 2.. ~ ~3 
B = +f. [va ( P-(3Q) ~ ub P ~ S (vo.~~~~) PJ 
c = -...!.. 2..r ( ua. + v~;, -p 
"1 . {32. 
0 = zr ( Vat Uo ) L 
ub (J :z. 
E =- ~ [vb- r( t~ ... v~.J] e-f3 
F = ~ [¥a (. v~: Vo~ (3 e -(3 
G = -y 13~ -d; [u.,(P-f3bl)-v~ Pr{(v...tvJ P] 
H = -~ Tz. (uo- +vb) (1- r)~ 
c. 2- tJb (3 
K = tJ: [ v .. - {{v#-+ vbJ] e- (3 
TABLE NO . II 
Com p/ef..e Space C hQ~9 '{.::- 1 
A:: L(v · ~vb. ) ..:Lz. (.1- .il) 
e. .. / ~(.3 . (3•-
B.- i- f uA (2 P-f3a) 
C: ~ (Vq.4U;); 
, D = 2 (vo. ~ VJ,_ ) _E 
v~ 7 (3 '-
E: - vc.. e-P 
tJb 
F = _t. ~ ( v.,_ + V& l (3 e. -(3 
"7 -r Vto / 




TABLE NO . III 5 po. ·:. eo 
A = f c " ... ~ ll~ r ~ 
B" { t~ [va.(P- (3 Q) _ u" p J 
c ': 0 
D:: o 
E ~ e .. ~ 
F ~ 0 
G ~- .7L I-i ~ [va. P- [SQ. _ v._ Pl 
! f3 v., . J 
H = -14.:- T.." ( v~ T vb) e - (3 
!. 2. A tl• (3 K .'::1 Jl&.. e -r 
u .. 
TABLE NO . IV 
. S~mbols emploJed 
7 l$ 
"') = IO ~ :: l. 7 7.,. tO . 
2.B t. = _L ~ = 2..11-10 
3' 1T· 1011 e.. 
p • 'I- e-~- ~e-fl .. .p.; - ~"' + ;f 
·A ~ J ~ Q __ 1- e.-r.,. ~ -,f +-jf _ ~ +···· 
S : 2 .. 2. e ... ~ - (3 - (3 e -(S = .. ~.3 + p;. - C .,. ~ • -.. · · · · 
& ., 40 ~0 
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.: 0 . 
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As it is seen from the above equation , the expressions 
ror ·the electron , ... ~ stream behavior are complex an" lengthy • 
. To attempt to have a second order solution will make the 
result even more complex. In our case the first order 
solution will give appreciably good results at moderately 
high rrequencies. A second order solution is given in 
reference No. 1. The notations in equation 145 are slightly 
dir:terent from those given in "Electron Inertia E.ff'ects" by 
Llewellyn 24 • LleweDyn in his development neglects space 
charge effect and has it coefficients written in terms of 
velocities and transit time. 
For a more complete treatment of the derivations ot 
equation 145, see references 1, 19 and 24. 
(D) AJ2:elicat1on to Diodes 
As a first example of the application of the above 
development let us consider the case where no electrons are 
present between the a-plane and the b-plane of 1gure No . 15. 
c.lec. r o r ow .,... ___ .,.._ 
a 
ge 
So the injected current q becomes zero and as the 
a 
?4 
space charge is zero, consequently the first equation of 145 
becomes 
. 46 
From the above equation it oan be seen that A is the 
impedance per unit area of the two parallel planes. From 
Table No. II for zero space eharge, the formula for A is: 
147 
However, from the seeorid equation 142 
148 
Substituting this into the above exp~ession for and 
remember that ~::: j wt we have: 
~ 149 
-Jtc.J 
Now equation 14g is precisely the equation for the 
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impedance between two parallel plane conductors in vacuum 
and may be written: 
' JWC 
) c 150 
Which shows, tha t the capacitance per unit area between 
parallel planes is ~ farads. 
:X. 
As a seeond example let us investiga te the characteristics 
of the gener a l diode impedance with complete space charge 
condition~ The equations needed are the e xpression for A 
taken from Table No. II and · the expression for direct current 
potential (Wb- W ... )o and the third e q uation of 142. 
Thus we have for complete space charg e 
151 
Where: 
By eom\}ining the ·above three equations we have: 




The coef'f'icient 2{~+~)o in this expression is of 
· 3I 0 
special interest. When the a-pl ane is a thermionic c a thode, 
v 8 may be t a ken as zero, corresponding to zero ele ctron 
velocity of emission. Therefore the coefficient is merely 
2 W't,. 
3'Io 
• This is the expression for the inverse 
slope of the st a tic ch aracteristic of 
cha.-ge. 
ing with complete sp acevand hence may 
a diode tube operat-
be represented by the 
sympol , the zero f'requency value of the diode 
resistance. In $'-more general case of Equati :;n 151 where 
the electron velocities at the a-plane are not necessarily 
zero, but where the coeffic:ie nt has the generalized form 
2. 
2('(W";..,..rw.bl,, we may still denot it by r. , because for 
· 3'Io 
the low frequencies the bracketed factor in equation 152 
reduces to unity as may be proved by using the series 
expression for S given in Table IV and allowing to 
approach zero. 
In general, then, for a diode with complete space charge 
we have 
153 
The graph of Figure No. 22 shows the diode resistance r 
and reactance 
of the transit angle e 
as a function of freq u ency in terms 
given by f3=Je=jwT 
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Figure No . 22 
Pl ot of Diode Resistance and Reactance 
Versus Transit Ang~e 
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F~gure .No. 23 
of a r~:ul tielement Vacuum Tube Gen -:~ ral Diagram 
?8 
of 
In the above figure is shewn a planar tetrode. Between 
the cathode and grid, there exists conditions analogous to 
those shown in Fig. No. 15, when the proper values for bound-
ary conditions at a and b are selected. .Again, between the 
control grid and screen, another pe.r a llel plane diode may 
be envisioned with different boundary conditions and different 
values of space charge factor fr om these existing in the first 
region. .A. similar diode is located betwe e n the scree n and the 
plate. 
The grid wires themselves disturb the simple uniform 
rel a tions of a parallel plane diode arrangement. We imag ine 
the fictitious planes separating consecutive diodes to be 
located near the grid wires but not quite includ in~~- t lJ em. Bow-
ever, t he final plane for the region (1) in Fig. No. 23 a nd 
the initial plane for region {2) are both taken to be so close 
together that their potentials, both altern ating and direct an~ 
alternating are the same. This potential is called the errec-
tive potential of the grid. Its value is determined in such a 
way, that currents and potenti al 6Xisting in the consecutive 
diodes are identica1 with those which occur if the grid 
were r emoved and substituting b y a solid metallic plate 
having on its two surfaces these requisite boundary condi-
tions, that is or conduction current 
and electron velocity entering the one sur face and leaving 
the other. The grid wires themselves ere at di~ferent 
potential from this effective potential of the gr i d plane 
and the grid current is the difference between the total 
current flowing out of the left hand surface or the fictit-
ious plane and that flowing into its right hand surface, 
illustrated by the difference between I , and I • In 
1 2 
order to provide for the di~ference in potential between 
the grid wires and the grid planet it is obviously necessary 
to establish the proper impedances and current sources to 
be connected between the grid wires and the fictitious solid 
solid plane at the effective potential of t he grid. 
No attention is to be confined to the main electron 
stream which originates at plane o of Figure No. 4. In 
region (2) between planes o and 1t therefore, the simple 
diode equations apply directly and the impedance is given 
by A. 
For the region (2) the conditions are not quite so 
simple, because the electrons do not cross plane {1) and 
enter region (2) in a smooth continuous stream, but on the 
contrary they enter in groups or bunehes moving at variaele 
velocities having been acted on by the voltage between 0 and 1. 
However, equation 31 provides the means of ealculeting the 
initial conduction current and velocity or electrons injected 
into region (2) because the electrons enter re g ion (2) with 
the same velocity with which they leave re g ion (1) end the 
eonduetion current entering region (2) aust also be the a e ae 
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that leaving region (1) whe never the grid at (1) is a t a 
nega tive pote ntial so that no elect rons strike it and are 
thus preve nted from moving into re g ion (2~ ·whe n this is not 
t he case (that is, when the grid is positive) and therefore 
the wires collect some of the approaching electrons or when 
the transit time makes itself f e lt at higher frequen~ies. 
The conNection current per square centimeter injected 
into region (2) is less than that leaving region (1). The 
tr a ction may be used to represent this decrease in 
conduction current so that, if q is the co nvection cu r rent 
leaving region ( 1) . then O(Cf_ is the con vection current 
entering reg ion (2}. The ~raction 1-~ 
tial capture fraction of the grid. 
is the diffe ren-
Deno ting conditions at the right hand boundary of 
region (l) by the subscript {1), we have then, from equ a tion 
145: 
where the remaining terms in equation 145 has disappeared 
because of the initial conditions spec if :Led for region { 1) • 
Moreover, whe n plane 0 is a thermionic cathode with complete 
space charge El is zero because v
8 
is zero. hen there is 
no space charge q
0 
is zero, so that E1 x q
0 
term above _may be 
dropped in either case. It will be found convenient in later 
work to express th se rela~ions in terms or w1 in which case 
the y become 
9..• = w, o. j 
A a 
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Denoting conditions of t he right hand end of region (2) by 
the subscript 2, we have .for:· region (2) from equation 145 
q_£ ::. D .. T .. + E2.0(•1• + Fu, 
154 




may be eliminated giving 
<t~~ ( W.-k/,),.. ~ . [A .. ·o. c:(, E .. + (;, Fa - Da D.CII,fl. ~. 6..~ 155 
A2. A. A2. /..J 
v s: W-.- i1l G' .. ...- .k!L_ r A .. 1 D,~. H._ + 6', K:a.)- G .. (D. o1, S.. • G. cJI A :~. A. A . L ~ 
For region 3, a simi~ar procedure is followed and the results 
may be summarized b ",T writing 
~ = (W,. -W.) ':Jo.& - W. !J•'L ~56 
I~= (W5 -W~:/J'S- (Wa-W):Ju- W.y,3 
where the admlttances are given by: 
!iu = __!_ j z..a. • .L !S 33 • _!_ A ~ Aa A3 
!Jo2. • A~~ ( 0 1 Cf, B._ -t G, CJ.) 
~23 =- _!_ ( Q_ o<z.. 83 + G.& C1 \ Aa.A3 Y 
157 ~•1= A,,A.AJ [ ~ { o<~ B.a ( 0, o<, E .. + G. F .. J + C1 ( Qoc, H.rf· b, /1'~ 
- [ oc .. f33 D._( Dto<, ~ +G'. c .. )+ C3 G'.z(o. of, B~ + G.C..) r 
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The formulation of equation 156 immediately suggests that 
any region, say the third, can be represented es shown in 
Figure No. 24. Here r 3 is flowing in and out of the re g ion. 
·Figure No. 24 
Equivalent Circuit of the Third Region 
The admittances y 33 has two constant current sources con-
nnected across it, one for each preceding re ~ion in Figure No. 
23. One cur rent source i~presses the current Ib through the 
admitta~ce y 33 , which is equal to (W2 - w1 )Y33' while the other 
current source impresses through it a eurrent~13 • The sum 
of the currents entering the 
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node at w3 thus gives r 3 equals I 8 minus Ib minus I which e 
is in accord with equation 156 and demonstrates the co~rectriess 
of the equiva lent diagram of No. 24. 
The equ ive lent diagra m of the entire electron stream of 
Figure No. 23 is then s h own in Figure No. 25. 
Figure No. 25 
Equivalen~ Network of Electron Stream of Figure No. 23 
The constant current generatorBpl~ a role anakgous to 
that of constant volta~e r- generators with which the 
older conventional vacuum tube network represents the 
control of the plate current by means of the grid voltage. 
In Figure No. 25 the controls on the various re g ion are in 
t herms of' impressed curren1S r a ther than impressed voltages and .' ij ;}"ie 
cu prents in turn are expressed in terms of voltages on the 
grid wi res themselves. J;.s so on as a relation betwe e n grid 
voltage and the voltage on the equivalent grid plane is found, 
then the admittances y12 and -15 , etc. may be multiplied by 
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the corresponding f actor to g ive the tra nsadmitt a nce from the 
contr.>l grid to any other ele ctrode. At low frequencies t hese 
transadmitt anc es should de generate in t o our usual transconduc-
tanc e s. 
tE) Evaluation or Admittances 




, y22 , y23 , and y13 may be 
evaluated in terms of theparameters of the electron stream. Let 
us assume that the tube bet een cathode and grid operates 
with complete space charge and the plane 0 represents a ther-
m1on1c cathode in Figure No. 23 . In succeeding regions a 
very good approximation will be obtained if we assume that 
the space charge is neglig~ble. Therefore from Table I it 
is seen that c, d and F are zero in all regions exeept the 
first. Moreover in region 1 where we have a complete space 
charge, H is zero and both B and E are small enough to be 
neglected because v•, the eleotron velocity at the cathode~ 
is only a small fraction of an equivalent volt. The result 




The coef~icie. nt y and y · are the reciprocals of the 
22 33 
0( values with no space charge and are shown by equation 
l5l to be equal to J"' C where C is the free-spaee 
capacitance between the solid planes coinciding with the 
grids in question. 
The coefficient y 11 i~ given b:/" equation 15l. The 
trensedmittances y12 and y13 in equation 15G are even more 
interesting. The fact thet the factor ..L appears in A, 
both, shows that they are proportional to J_ as given 
.... 0 
by equation 153. Now, the rec i procal of ro is 
~.L.. tor region l and may be conveniently written •• 2. Wo, 
9o • In this form we recognize (- 9•) as the low 
fre r.:.:uency *ransconductance or the tube referred to the 
effective potential of' the grid. 
Expression for transadmi ttances. are obtained : 
by substituting ·· from 'rabl.e II ~nto equation l581 giv1ng 
159 
and 
where : «2. is the grid capture factor or plane 2 
P ' s and Q' s are given in Table IV 
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The most significant thing to notice in e quation 160 is 
that ·· the transit time through region 2 appears only in 
the form e -J 
9
z.:e-P.a. This means thet the sole effect of that 
region upon regions following is to delay transmission to 
them. 
It is useful to keep in mind the limiting values at 
very low and very high frequencies which are approached by the 
fac tora grouped within the several sets of parenthesis in 
equation~ l59 and 160 • . Thes.c., limiting values ore given in Table v. 
TABLE V 
f3:0 So 
~=~ - ~oe-P• 
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In between these limiting forms, the behavior or 2. P.fp,~. 
is expecially import ant. Its phase v aries widely but its 
magnitude remains within about 30 per cent of the low fre-
quency magnitude g 0 • Figure 26 shows the phase and magni-
tude of this tactor in terms of the low fre quency magnitude g • 
0 
The low as well as the high treque~oy asymptotes of the phase 
are indicated by the dotted 11nes. 
(;For Figure No. 26• see Page 88) 
~he general admittances of e quation 15g and 160 can be 
written as 
·u - ~ · o [1 -i (.u..· a ... ' a r'W2 + 2. ,-;;;. ) 
..J l2. - - l JO .,J 30 C 3 L tr.-:- .r-;-:;-
. J W, + I W1 
161 
'2. 
... ..t.L e, e. ..,. J.... sl. ... -....... 
..30 2 
I ~L ~ .. 3('W;J+ +-~ 
'2. Ywo~ + fiVD.J 
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v 
For the case where the transit angle in all regions 
except the last is very large compared to untty, we have 
the following rorms of equations 159 and 160. 
When we remove the restriction that the transit angle i~ the 
89 
grid-plate re g ion is small, namely; that the tronsi t angle across 
all regions, including the input shall be largG, then the trs ns-
admittances for the triode ~1d tetrode become from equations 
160 and 161: 
165 
166 
e at any plaee between two planes ean be determined by 
the :rormulas * 
6 9 sao .x. J2' '/3 - :::: ( ~) rod/an.s · 167 - ulfw cJ I 
Where : :X is the distance between the t wo planes 
c.il is the :free-space wave length in centimeters of an 
alternating current of angular frequency w 
or ~~e~ can be given more specifically by the formula s 
e., 168 
169 




is cold oapacitanc.e between anode and equivalent 
grid plane; x 2 is grid anode dist ance in centimeters and 
1']-= 10 7~ • 
In gener a l the first grid is negative wi th respect to 
cathode, therefore, 
cases is t eken as 
o<, is one. 0(2. in most praotice.l 
0. 7- (J. 8 4 
• 
We therefore know every term in equation 165 and 166 and 
we can evaluate as we 11 as ~ , 3 J !:j ,, o. \'1 d ~ 2 2. . • 
(G) Extension to the Grid Wires of the Vacuum Tubes 
The analysis so far would apply to actual tubes if the 
-~ ' s ot the individual grids were infinitely large . This is 
not the case, the existing relations betwee n the potenti a ls of 
the e q uivalent grid planes and those of the grid wires must be 
considered.. Equation 144 fUrnishes the basis for analysis. 
The velocities .of the e l c.: ctrons entering the differenti al 
region around the grid wires must be the same as those Which 
peas through the grid. Also if the conductio_.,._ current which 
passes thr ough the grid is ex 'l. then that moving toward 
the grid 18 0 ~o<) 9 • For this region between grid plane 
and grid wires, the tre.nsit angle is extremely short and it 
is accordingly appropriate to use equation 144 as a formula 
for calculation with the transit angl e allowed to approach 
zero. The result :for any grid is therefore an equation or 
the torm of equation 156. Thus :for the control grid or f irst 
grid. the second equation of 156 gives the required :fora! 
( 4l ~Llewellyn and Peterson, op. ei t. 
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Yhere Y g is an admittance between the equiva lent grid plane 
and the grid wires and y is a transadmittance between 
. lg 
region 1 and the region between the equiva1ent plane and the 
grid wires. The important thing is th a t, as par.t of the 
connecting network between the e C;~u i valent grid p1ane and the 
grid itself' , there exists an admittance which comes out to be 
a simple capacitance if there is no space charge. 
The electron stream causes a current t~ be impressed 
upon any region which 1t enters, and when the stream pessew 
the screen, the conduction;::- current splits into a traction 
<:x, which proa:eds into the screen grid plate region and 
impresses on it a eurrent which conforms to the characteristics 
of th~t region . -.. - ~ ... T:he remaining factor ~ -0{,) moves to·wards 
the grid and i npresses on the screen grid a eurrent which 
conforms to the characteristics of the reg ion between the 
eq ui vale-nt pl c.ne of the screen grid and the screen grid wires. 
For the next grid or screen, we will have to follow the form 
or the third equation of equation 156 giving: 
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When the screen is negative, no ele ctrons can hit it and 
consequently the factor is unity . Under this condition 
ylg in equatioo 170 and y 18 in equ ation 171 are zero and the 
control grid is connected to the electron stream through a 
simple capacitance . From the results of this we can repre-
sent Figure No. 23 by 
"•!J·• 
v," . .,,~ 
.s<:. v-ee~ 9 ..-i cf w i r ~ . 
Figure No. ~7 
Electron Stream Equivalent Circuit of a ~erode 
For a triode whose grid is negatively biased the circuit beco~es 
as shown in Figure No. 28 . 
Figure No. 28 
Electron Stream Equivalent C1reuit of a Negative Grid Triode 
It can be shown that ~ 4 can be approximated.by the 
~2.2. 
general form for the amplification factor 
• At 
this point we will dep art from the representation of tube 
,\t-c.ui t 
equ~valent¥ b y pure electron stream theory and try to apply 
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the m to rour pole networks. The precee d ing method is useful 
from physical st end point o~ view. Usually consideration 
af 
ot e lectron stream theory tor the representation~equivalent 
oircui t causes some confusion . Moreover, 1 t must be remembere 
that the important ~im-itation .of Llewellyn and Peterson'• 
(~J J::(q e11yn and Peterson, op.cit . 
theory is the assumption of a single v s lued electr on veloc i ty4 
for all electrons crossing any plene p arallel to the cathode 
surface; that is, electrons never pass each other in their 
transition rrom cathode to anode. This assumption leads to 
the d.c. potential a nd current being related by Child's Law. 
It ne glects i mport ant properties or the potential minimum t hat 
usually exist in front of a cathode which ejects electrons wit h 
a Maxwellian velocity distribution. Only when the distance rrom 
cathode to t he potential minimum is very small compared to 
cathode anode spacing in the two p aral l el planes (diodes) will 
Lllewllyn'a or any other solution based on single v alue ele ctron 
velocity, g ives reasonably correct answers. A very interesting 
25 
paper by Kleymer gives table tor evaluation or the potential 
minimum distance. 
Another very important point whichhas not been investiga ted 
by any author is that of electrons tr aveling in cross ed magnetic 
and electric fields produced by multi-valued electron velocity 
and secondary emission. It can be shown that te e lectrons 
traveling _in crossed electrical and magnetic fiel d s follow 
• oycloidal paths • These ma y h ave loops or curves or may be 
straight, depending upon the initial velocity. In this case 
(4) Lieweilyn and Peterson, op,cit. 
(25) K1eymer ~.A., Extension of Langmuir' s Tables for a Plane 
Diode with a Maxwe llian Veloci t y Distribution, Phillips 
Res. Rep.,Vol. 1, p. 81, January 1936. 
(*) see Appendix III. 
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26 even the consideration or double stream electron velocity 
won't be e~fective. Robertson claims that consideration 
* 
of Maxwellian velocity distribution would solve the 
the. 
problem of~equivalent circuit. But how to apply Maxwell's 
velceity distribution theory to the electron stream is 
another problem. It is evident from the discussion in 
Appendix III that every crossing or electron streams with 
each ~ther changes the intensity of field. As Maxwellian 
velocity distribution assume·s that electrons are scattered 
in x, y and z direction it would be difficult to give or 
calculate any value .. for the .field intensity between two 
eleotro4es. It can readily be seen that the evaluation 
ot the circuit parameters tor the electron stream equivalent 
circuit will become quite complex end even impossible. 
Nevertheless, in order to indicate the complexity and 
lengthiness of the electron stream equivalent circuit para-
meters even at modera tely high frequencies, we will apply 
them to a negative grid triode. 
(*) See Ai)pendix ~f!I 
( 26) Brillouin, In:fluenee o:f Space Charge on the Bu nching or·· 
Electron Beams, P hys.Review, vol. ?0, p. 18?, 1946. 
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SECTION V 
Four ~erminal Networks in General 
(A) Definition 
Any network of circuit elements, no matter how complex, 
as long as it has linear circuit elements, two input and two 
ol.Jput terminals , and contains no energy sources, ce.n be re garded 
as a linear, passive four terminal or a passive four pole net-
work. The simplest type of four terminal networks are the T and 
1T , which are often used in circuit theory work. 
If the network contains sources, the network is con-
sidered to be an active four terminal net~ork. 
At this point a distinction will be pointed out betwee n 
two types of active networks given below. 
{1) Sources in the system are functions of input or . 
output voltages. 
(2) Sources in the system are not functions of input 
~ o~ output voltages. 
The first type of active network can be handled as a 
passive one, that is, the circuit par 2meters c s n be determined 
from si~p~e current to voltage ratios as will be explained 
later. 
When the network contains source~ which are inde pendent 
of input or output voltages the analysis oecomes QUi te complex. 
In such a case the four pole p arameters cannot be determined 
from simple cur rent to voltage ratios. For further informa-
27 tion on this type of analysis, see refe renc • 
(2'7) E.N.T. Eiektrische Naebrichten Technik, 1920. 
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(B) Fundamental B~latio.!l.J...: .. 
For the simplest passive circuit shows in the f igure below, 
I ~ J I~ -· 1 ~ : Y:z.. ~ I '( ~ I ' .. 
- .. 
Figure No. 29 
General Four Pole Equivalent Circuit 
the nodal equation of the system are as follows: 
172.( a) 
1 72(b) 
These equations can be rewritten in the form: 
173 
174 
L e t 
. -('f~.,. Yl): ~:~.~ 
There fore t ~ uat~ons 173 and 1 74 be come : 
1?5 
The lasttwo equations are the general equations of a 
four pole network. The admi ttanoes ~.,, (3.,_, (32.2 are c alled 
four pole admittances. If the circuit was not bilateral 
I 
the admittances ~a2 Jn both equations would not be equal. 
It will be shown later that the vacuum tubes are not bi-
lateral but by adding and subtracting the current source 
in the general four pole vacuum tube equiv &lent ci r cuit 
and rearrang ing the gener e. l four pole equations we 
can represent the four pole vacuum tube equivalent circuit 
as a bilater one. 




Figure No. 30 
General Four Pole Ne~ork 
-
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Now let us investigate the physical meaning of the 
admittances ,. .. , ra .2., P2.2. • If the terminals of' Figure No • 
30 are shorted, it can be seen :from equation 175 that 
r , :; (du v. 
and 
Similarily if the input terminals are shorted, the output 
admittances is given by 
and the feedback admittance becomes: 
~·2. = ~ 
Va. 
The admittances ~ .. ,-~ 2. ,_ are called the four pole driving 
point admittances and _ ral2. the four poletransfer admittance. 
If the (d '& were not equal in both cases, that is ~z.... were 
v. 
not equal to ~~ • then we would have - ra•2. ::;t::-[32.1 ;-(3 ... ancl-[32.1 , -are then 
called transfer and :feedback admittances respectively. 
Before applying these admittances to the vacuum tube 
equivalent circuits, the reasons for the adoption of the foUr 
pole network to vacuum tubes will be discussed. 
The basic analysis involving the four pole admittances 
for a particular vacuum tube has to be performed only onoe. 
That 1s , if we have onee the plot of impedance versus trequen.cy 
101 . 
and phase versus frequency we can apply them to the vacuum 
tube in consideration under any operating condition and under 
any load. 
Also by using four pole equivalent circuits we have a 
much simplier circuit with a mimimum number of ·parameters. 
It means tha t we h ave an equivalent ci r cuit having simple 
relationships to quantities which can be measured directly. 
This last point will be clearer when we take up the e valua-
tion of four pole paramete rs by the use of the results obtain-
e d from experimental measurements. 
SECTION VI 
Application of Four Pole Terminal 
Admittances to vacuum Tubes 
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(A) Application to Vacuum Tubes Operated at Low Frequencies 
Aa already pointed out in the section on four pole 
terminal networks in general, a system can be handled as 
passive as long as the internal sources are functions of 
input or output sources. In Llewellyn's and Peterson's 
equivalent circuit for vacuum tubes4 , the current sources 
established due to the passage of electron stream through 
various grid ele ments are functions of input voltage s, there-
.. hc. 
fore usual methods for .... transformation of that circuit · to 
four pole networks are v 2lid. 
Let us now represent even the simplest vacuum tube 
0.. 
circuits as tour terminal networks. Take for example the 
equiva~ent circuit of Figure No . 6 and the equation 29. Re-
writing equation 2g: 
I , =- __!_ V,. - _.HL V, Y"~ ~ 177 
Ia.=--¥:- v. -..L v~ 
'"f rp 
1 ? 8 
They are of the gener el form of four pole network 
representation: 
17g 
( 4) tieweiiyn and Peterson, op.cit. 
where: 
~" =; f·~ 
g :l.' :. --t;:-r r, 
- -'- V~.. 
rp 180 
10~ 
It is seen that even at low frequencies t he general idea 
of four terminal networks is applicable . It is to be pointed 
out t h at the equivalent circuit is not bilateral, so care must 
be taken in using and • 
( B) Extension to Higher Freguencies 
Let us extend our point of view on four pole networks to · 
higher frequ~ncies . Let us take the circuit or Figure No. 6 
end resolve it into its conduction .parts and displac e me nt 
currents. We then have the same equations for the conduction 
part as we had in equations 1?? and 178. For the displace-
ment current po r tion we h ave (See Figure No. 7): 
181 
1 8 2 
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Where: 
. Taking It as the thotal current, i.e., displacement plus 
conduction, we have: 
Equations 183 and 184 c an be repres ente d b y the general 
four pole equati on . 
Where : 
I, = (3 .. V. + ~·:z. Va. 
I&= ~· V. +(3a2. V2. 
~~ T -:. t + J"{ ( ~ I< + C' p) 
{3 1:t r =- [ .;;;- 4-J wC.jp] 
~z.rT=- ~ 4-Jwc,f 
rau. T o. - [ +r;. t-Jw( CpiC + C !J p ~ 
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From the above expression we see that the v acuum -tube is not 
bilateral, that is 1 s not equal to f3~• , but we 
can make the e ~ uivalent four pole represe ntation bilateral 
by simple mathematical manipulations. Starting with the 
familiar four pole equations we have equation 18 : 
185 
As already pointed out the various parameters are: 
(3 .. is the input admittance with output sborte~ 
-~L~is the output admittance with the input shorted 
-~,7. is the feedback admi ttanee with input · shorted 
_~~· is the transfer admittance withoutput shorted 
To make the system bilateral, add and subtract 
the second equation of equation 175. 
Therefore: 
I. ; [3 •• V, +f3a2. V%. 
I2. :. (32.1 V, + P~a ~ -t- {B 12 Va- ta~ :&. V. 
Rearranging as: 
T. : (3, V, + f3•2. ~ 





The last two equations of the system can be represented as a 
bilateral network wi th a current source at the output (See 
figure below) . 
:r, 
. Figure No . 31 
Representation of the Bilateral Equiva lent Vacuum Tube Circuit 
Let us apply the system to a positive grid triode with 
various capacitances included. 
various four ~ole par ame ters . 
They . ere: 
ra· = ~ -fo j w( c_,i( + c,,.) 
fd·a= -[T -+jw c~~ 
~:a I: - .tr,. + jw c!j p 
We alreaQy pointe d out the 
~21 = ~[ ~ ~jw(Cp!<+ C!'rB 
Applying to Figure No . 31 we have: 








I p J 




Figure No . :52 
·Equivalent Circuit of' Positive Grid Triode t Moderately 
Low Frequencies 
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Comparing this representation with the one shown in 
Figure No . 6, we see tha t while in Figure No . 6 the source 
and source free constituents are inte r mingled, this is 
not the case in Figure No . 3 2 . On the contrary, a clear 
. demar.d.ation 1 s presented between sueh eonsti tuents . In 
regard to the genera l network or Figure No . 31 it may be 
noted that the network is composed of two parts . 
the reciproc al law and is re presented b y a 1r 
II 
and consequently , speoified b y three ele ments . 
One obeys 
network 
The other is 
merely an impres ed eurrent controlled by the input potential 
v2 .~~·~~ have a four terminal network with input and output 
voltage - applied to it . 
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It should be noted also tha~ the network representation 
hold~ for all frequencies. The effect or frequency will be 
tha t the admittances in the network change with frc.quency and 
in changing they will, :for example, rerlect effects due to 
parasitic eleme nts and el e ctron transit time. 
It is obvious of course that the equivalent four pole 
network can be represented also as T-type and also the impressed 
source can be applied to the input. 
tion is the most convenient one. 
But the aQove representa-
{C) Application of the Electron Stream Equivalent Circuit to 
Four Pole Networks 
We will now apply to Llewelyn's and Peterson's equivalent 
ci r cuit derived by using electron stream theory the four 
terminal admittances ideas. With a given set of available 
terminals the first st.ep in obtaining the network consists of 
calculating the four pole parameters with respect to these 
terminals. It will be assumed that the lead effects can be 
disregarded so that the available ~erminals actually coincide 
with anode, grid, and cathode. This set of available ter-
minals br~ngs us to the electron stream. 
Now let us take the ci r cuit in Fi gure No. 28. It will 
be recalled that we assumed that the grid was negatively 
biased; so b y this assumption we eliminate one current source 
across Yg. It should be emphasized also that the derivations 
are for pltinar rather than cylindrical structures. Another 
restriction on the derivations was that the electron stream 
was of single valued velocity. The second restriction is not 
109 
as _. s .erious as there is a tendency toward planar structures in 
high freque_ncy tube design so as to produce e.s uniform a stream 
as possible . 
Redrawing -the equiv alent circuit shown in Figure No. 28 we 
have for a negative grid triode: 
G 
Figure No . 33 
Ele c tron Stre am Equivalent Circuit of a Triode With Negative Grid 
Redrawing Figure 33 in a some what different form we ! hAv~: 
v. 'd •2. 
p 
~r. 
K ~----------------------~------------------------~ K 
Figure No . 34 
A Different R presentation of Figure No . 33 
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Transforming current source to voltage source, we have: 
G 2 
v4l 
0 G----------------------------L-------------------------------c 0 
Figure No. 35 
Tr ansrormation or Current Source to Voltage Source of Fig.No. 34 




where ' __ J_ +-' 
'(" - ~·J ju 
I I 
Y,:z. : ~ ·· 
...J_ = -· 
'fz. a j u 
Rearranging and substituting 1~0 and 191 we get 










y._, '( 22 
Solution of the above determinants yields 
where 
~ .. :. ~ut(~ .. +yu.+';ji1...J 






f1,2. = ;; 




- v.9 y., 
I - ' 2.--D 
-l (v~-~ ~. !fZ'L 
-
1 (Va- V. ~12.)- ~ Yu _ ~a. a.. _ '{J-, 1 S6 
0 
We can write Y1 in terms of v2 







Substituting the last equ ,:. t ion into equation 196 and solving 




~"·~ ~2 .. :;J, ·~· 2. - ::JL3. (':JII + r!Jz 2.l 
- - .)-'!j2.a c~2.2. ... -fjl'2..) 
. 'j tl + ~2..2. + ~ 2. +!:faa J 




After the evaluation of the four pole parameters the circuit 
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Figure No . 36 
Representation of El.e.etron stream Equivalent Cilrcuit by Four 
Pole Terminal Network 
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Since the above circuit is derived from parameters upon 
which no restrictions are made, either :rreque ncy or sp ace 
charge, the network itself is not restricted. In passive 
systems one is accustomed to the use of only the three basic 
elements of resistance, inductance, and capaci tame . For 
the network now under consideration other quan~ties also 
need to be included. However under normal operation there 
is usually complete space charge in· the grid pl ate re c ion. 
Under such circumstances the admi ttanc'e !}l2. is a ;.· .. . -, '· 
simple capacitance and the amplification f a ctor r is 
a real number. The admittances ~.,-, ~2.• on the othe r hand 
do not allow simple cir cuit interpretation to be made, 
except in the r ange of moderately low frequencies when 
electron transit time is taken into account only to first 
order of approximztion . It is believed that, in general , . 
these admitt ances should be considered compl e te by themselves 
. 4 as new admittance elements. 
4 (D) Triode Networks at Moderately High Frequencies· 
The entire cumbersome derivation starting from the basic 
principals or ele ctronics and ending up with four polenet-
works would be limited to vacuum tubes in which appreci able 
interaction between input and output terminals is present. 
From a practical st e.nd point this me ans that their usefulness 
would be mainly found in c onnection with triodes. Let us 
analyse a triode at moder a tely high frequencies. The opera-
ting conditions are assumed to be the usual ones with complete 
.slact __ ehar~e in the cathode .srid region and negligible sp ace 
( ) !e ef ·yn and Peterson, op, cit. 
charge in t he grid- plate region . A~so it wil l be assumed 
ol 
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that the grid is ~ a negati ve d . c . potenti a l with res pect to 
the cathode . 
By taking Llewellyn 's derivations for impedances and 
making various as sumpt ions, Peterson comes out with the 
value g iven below. As a detailed computat ion is lengthy 
only the final results will be given. 
The circuit will be represented by: 
r . c." :r .. 
,, 
' 9 
. Figure No . 37 
Representation of Electron Stream Equivalent Circuit by 
Four Terminal Net orks at Moderately High grequencies 
'i'he results are: 
Wher -:·; : 
9,:~ 
'0 
-El ':. ~2 l:a.. 
tz;j (fW:4-~) 
"1 = 10~ : f.7, .,.,os 
W, ;~ ~~;u~/ewl fool-e. 3,.;J poJeHiia.l 
~ ~ ~ Q M 0 J ~ ol-e. p o ~ll1 f ia.l 
F = I + U 6a. (W; + 2 fir ...,. ...5:... (f2a.J L (ij;'., 3 ~ 
s e. r;;;- .,. rw;. ~ l~B~I r w. + ~ 
ll : I -+..!... 8'2. f;i; -t 2. fii£ 
r .d fJ, v-w. + rwz.. ~: rw, .. 2.Vi47& · 
rw, ~ twa. 
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Represe nting the various circuit elements as shown in Figure 
No . 3? , we have: 
g'c- ~1. F J.. 
, S!Jo o~; ( :1 ·t~F J] 
c = ~c. --tP.~~--~ ' .. J.. (' +!!..~P) ~,.. .3X.• 
31/ - 6-aCJ I F L 
- - ss. Yr+~ c··t*l)] 
CN: C~~~·~-------f•p(· .. t~f) 
' 
c /1/:. 
capacitance type. It may.be noted that, in some branches, 
negative conduct ance appears. However , as seen from the 
external tube terminals , they are overcome by corresponding 
positive e1ements . 
The reader will admit that even at moderately high rre-
quencies the circuit parameters become complex. It must be 
remembered that these derivations are based on .the · :following 
aaaumpt1one . 
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(1) Planar structure of tubes 
{2) Full sp a ce charge between cathode grid a nd ne gli-
g ible spa ce charge betwee n grid pl ate 
(3) Ve ry s mall distance betwe e n virtual cathode and 
cathode structure 
(4) No secondary emission from any structure 
(5) Single electron velocity 
(6) No magnetic field effect on moving ele ctrons 
(7) zero velocity of electrons emitted from eatho~e 
(8) No self inductance of the tube- ele ments within the tube 
i.I-
As vis evident the electron stream theory doesn't apply 
to outside effects and this would be another drawback of tbP. 
gene~a1 consideration . Under these ciroumst ences ~ne -
would look for an easier end more accurate method for the 
1-h .. t-.. ~ore. 
evaluation of c ircu1 t parameteFs and -.:"ffi in the next part we 
are going to introduce methodes for the measurement of four 




Admittance Measurement of Vacuum Tubes 
(A) Comparisonor Llewellyn's Impedance Formulas With Experiments~ 
Results 
Before going into the explanation of admittance measure-
eve. . 
ments it will be helpful to repe c t the most effect ~ restrictions 
put in ·;. Llewellyn's and Peterson's work concerning the 
electron stre a m anamysis in the vacuum tube. 
If only a relatively few electrons are av a ilable at the 
cathode, the potential distribution between electrodes will 
be approximately equal to the space charge tree distribution 
indicated by curve a. 
Q b 
Figure No. 38 
Potential Distributions in a Diode 
(28) Robertson, s.D., B.s.T.J'., vol • . 28, p.547, bet. 1949. 
If' an ample supply of electrons is provided by the 
cathode with zero initial velocity, then the space charge is 
complete in ac·cordance with Child's law, and the potential 
distribution follows curve b. If, on the other hand, the cathode 
is capable of supplying an ample supply of electrons, the elec-
trons being emitted with a Maxwellian initial velocity distribu-
tion, the potential distribution will be represented by curve c. 
The cases shown by cur ves a and :b can be tree.tad by Llewellyn 
analysis. 
Let us consider curve c in greater detail. The fact that 
electrons are emitted with a Maxwellian ve~ocity as in Child's 
law or complete space charge case, means tha t more electrons 
are introduced in the space between the electrodes than can flow 
in the anode in accordance with Child's law. 
The surplus electrons depress the potential near to the 
cathode at a value below that of the cathode as Vm in the Figure 
No. 38. Electrons which have sufficient energy to cross this 
barrier r eturn to the cathode. 
It is observed that in the space between potential minimum 
and the anode the electrons travel with an unidirectional 
velocity but not with a single velocity. With close spacings 
and higher frequencies the distance between the cathode and the 
potential minimum may be an appreciable part of the, total ca t hode 
anode spacing, so that electrons 
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returning to the cathode may absorb a substantial amount ot 
power ~rom the hig h fre quency field . 
With wide sp acings and at low fre quencies the admitt ances 
obtained with distribution of the e type may be a pproxima-
ted by the re s ults obtained ~y analysis or distribution or the 
b-type , 6ut witb tubes of close sp acings the theoretic cll 
ana lysis of Llewellyn doesn't hold any more as 1 t wo-s proven 
in the Bell L abor ( torie s for the 1553 triode28 • 
( 28) Robertson , op . cit . 
(B) 28 Measurements for Diodes 
In the measurement of the diode admittances, as in 
every kind of vacuum tube measureme nt, the problem is to 
learn how to relate admittances measured with a standing 
wave detector located in the wave guide suppl v line to the 
equivalent two terminal admittance located at the cathode 
anode space of the diode i~self. In other words we have 
to know the transformation ratio between the admitt ances 
of the cathode anode space of the diode and the admittance 
of the wave guide measure d at the terminals of the wave 
guide. 
take the circuit shown in Figure No. 39: 
Figure No. 39 
Equivalent Circuit of a Diode Measurin~ Equipment 
- The circuit mav either be a transmission line or a 
wave guide having a characteristic impedance ZCV ,connected 
through an ideal tr Ansformer to an output line having a 
characteristic imped a nce Z 0 ~. The output line having a 
(28) Robertson, op.cit. 
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connection to the transformer is at point x • The diode 
0 
whose admittance is to be measured is pl ac~ betwee n x
0 
points . First let us short the output line at a point 
X0 • If we inject power into the input line then a stand-
ing wave will be established on the line which will have a 
. minimum point say at Y . If we move the short circuit 
0 
a distance ~x on the right hand transmission line , then 
the standing wave on the left hand transmission line will 
move a certain distance .1~ 
• We can assume the part to the 
right of the point X0 as a total impedance co nnected at 
Then the shift or the minimum point on the 
transmission line at the input will be a function of the 
,..c. 
connected load at •x points. We can express the relationships 
0 
as : 
It is not necessary th e t the two lines be identic a l . For 
ca.. 
example one might be a coaxial and the other• wave guide. 
f is the transformation ratio of the ideal transformer 
and B is the effective leakage susceptance of the tube and 
0 
transrormer referred to the terminals at X • 
0 
If we plot~ as 
.}'J 
ate paper, a straight 
1'11= 
a function of~ on eot-eot 
v1"' 
line is obt a ined whose slope 




a nd whose ord in&t e inte rcept z i s : 
Suppose now the transmission line to the righ t hand is r e moved 
and the diode g a p is connected at the transformer terminals 
X0 • Let Y denote the imped ance se e n at the terminals y wg o 
r eferred to the point X andY the unknown diode admitt ance . 
o n 
Y0 is then given by t he following rel a ti on: 
Y" = [Y,.,Q+ jzJ Z.a:m J 2C9 
Arter the determination of Y point, it remains to 
0 
measure the slope m and the intercept z on the cot~oot curve. 
Of course the characteristic imped a nce is already known as 
we used it in the drawing of the cot-cot curve. 
If no loses were associated with the transformer or the 
parts of the diode external t~ the actual cathode-anode region, 
such as t he metal v a cuum enve lop, the above measureme n ts would 
give complete information rege~ding the tube. On the other 
hand there are cert a in losses associ a ted with the transformer 
and tube. The equivalent serie s resistance is g iven b y the 
rel a tion: 
R 
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which can be wri tten a s: 
where f is the s t anding wave ratio and :m the slope or 
cot-e ot curve • 
(C) Results of the Measurements 
Electron stream measurements were made by s . D. Robe r t-
son at a frequency or 4060 megacycles ~ ith a number of 
diodes over a wide range of anode and heater voltage s . In 
making these measurements the radio fre quency power was kept at a 
relatively low level (0. 2 milliwatt) in order that the 
measured admitta~ces would be independent or the radio 
rraquency volt a ge. In computing the admittance of the alec-
tron stre~, it was necessary to allow for the circuit and 
tube losses previouslr discussed. The equivalent series 
resistance R of the diode circuit was determined by biasing 
the tube negatively to the point where a further increase 
in bias failed to produce a perceptible change in the wave 
guide standing wave ratio. Under such condition the 
electrons experienceq a large retarding field at the c a thode 
~nd did not emerg ~ an appreciable distance into the cathode-
anode region. .l\ny resistance measured at t his ti me was due 
to the series loss and was not produced e lectronically. 
We shall choose a diode with a v e ry high g 0 and compare 
the cxperimentai results with Llewellyn' s deriva tions. 
...... 
~ . ~~1 
curves tor· 12,~ versus l}igh treguttncy e.ami tt$nQe are n JT."3 tow frequency conduotfe>a 
Bo. 40 {For Figure No. 40, see page 185). 
The 
Figure 
Figure No . 40 
Plot of Experimental and Theoretical 
Values of Versus 
Hi g h Frequency Admitance 
Low Frequency Conduc t ance 
{dashed lines give experi mental results) 
(sol id lines give theoretical results) 
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1!6 
The curves give a very good comparison between single 
valued electron velocity and Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution as found in experime~tal results. Several diodes 
4 have been measure and the re s ults can be combined as follow s : 
The microwe ve conductance of a diode is greater than 
the low frequency v 2lue. The ratio 
increase as the spacing decreases. 
-i- appears to 
'0 
This increase will 
probably conti nue until the portion of the potential mini-
mum approaches the anode plane. The susceptance decreases 
with the increasing current and appears to level off at 
high current densities. For a given curr ent density, 
the ratio does not appear to vary appreciably as 
the cathode temperature is changed • 
.An attempt has been made by L. C. Peterson to study 
the avall&Dle diodes at 10,000 megacycles. It is found that 
the Vf lue of R was so high at this frequency and that v a ria-
tions in the tube conductance were so small in comparison 
with R that accurate results could not be obtained. 
{D) Four Pole Admittances of a Triode 
) 
Rec e lling the equivalent four pole representation 
v. ~·2. 
:rz. 




Where : -t~u is the input admittance with output shorted 
• ~Z2. i 8 the output admittance wit h i nput shorted 
.. (t>,a,i s the fee dbac k admittance with inpu t shorted 
... (32., is the transadmittance with oUput shorted 
In order to meas ure the four pole parameters, the triode 
is mounted in a coaxial circuit of the type shown in Figure 
No. 42. 
(For Figure No. 42, see page 128) 
The grid-anode output circuit of the tube is connected 
directly with the coaxial output line. T~ e input circuit 
requires a more caref'ul d6sign. Due to the size of the 
base of the tube it is necessary to taper the input coaxial 
as sho-v1n. In the early stage~ of this work, difficulty 
was experienced with higher order modes in the large dia-
meter section of the input coaxial. It is believed t hat 
these modes were gene r a ted by the action of the par allel 
wire grid which lacked the radial sym~etry required in 
coaxial transmission. This difficulty was overcome by 
constricting the outer diameter of the coaxial line in the 
immediate vicinity of the grid tube, thus inhibiting 
generation of the higher order mode. 
Berore measurement s can be ma de, it is necessary to 
calibrate the input and output and output circuit. As one 
might expect, the v a lue of the cot-cot slope of the output 
o1rou1t must be clo~e to unity (See section on diode measure-
ent). Experimentally it is found to be 0.9 for the 





Figure No . 42 
Schematic Diagram of a Coaxial Circuit and Its Associated 
Instruments for the Measurements or the Triode Admlltanoes 
128 
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circuit the slope might be greater than one , therefore 
it is necessary to introduce a transformer in the coaxial 
input circuit to permit tuning. 
In order to meas ure , the output coaxial line 
is short circuited at a point an integral number of half 
wave lengths from the grid anode terminal of the tube. Th e 
admittance measured in the input line could then be used 
in computing (3n. • To measure (3a2.. , the procedure 
is reversed, tha t is, the -::-i n. l_ut line is shorted and the 
corresponding admittance is measured in the output line. 
(E) Proce dure in the Measurement of •.2. and 2. 1 
The transrer admittances are measured by the ci r cuit 
shown in Figure No . 43. This method is based upon the 
principal or homodyne detection. Hybrid coils, which are 
the basic tool in these measurements, are fully explained 
in the appendix. 
{For Figure No. 43, see Page 129) 
Radio fre quency power from the oscill a tor is applied to 
29 
the H-plane branch of a hybrid junction where it divides 
and emerges in e c, ual portions from the two lateral branches. 
The portion of the signal applied to the calibrated variable 
phase shifter at the top of the figure becomes the homodyne 
carrier. The remaining portion is applied to a balanced 
crystal modulator 30 through a second variable phase shifter 








Figure No . 43 
Schematic Diagram of a System for Phase Angle and 
Transfer Impedance Measurements 
1 30 
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re:rlected due to an imperfect balance in the modulator 
could be shifted in quadrature with the homodyne carrier and 
therefore not produce an audible signal in the detector. 
The portion of the power which enters the modulator is 
modulated by a signal derived from an audio frequency oscilla-
tor. The surpressed carrier, double side band signalJ 
leaves the modulatbr - and is applied to the input of device 
for s ampling the signals. 
The homodyne carrier emerging from the c alibrated pha se 
shifter is atte nuated to a level of about one milliwatt and 
is applied to the crystal detector . The output of the 
detector is connected to .Qn a udio fre quency amplifier 
terminated by a pair of he a dphones or an output meter. 1m 
attenuator may be placed between the amplifier and the de-
t e ctor as an a id in measuring the magnitude of the transfer 
impedance 
The procedure for adjusting the apparatus and measur-
ing phase is as follows: 
With both sampling probes disconnected from the detector 
the variable phase shifter b e tween the oscillator and modu-
lator is adjusted until the output of the detector is zero. 
This balances out the effect er any signal reflected by the 
modulator. The input probe is then connected to the de-
tector and the calibrated phase shifter is adjusted until 
the signal disappe a rs in the eudio output . When this oeeurs~ 
the homodyne carrie r is in qua ·rature · with the signal side-
bands, and the resultant signal applied to the detector is 
e quivalent to a phase modulated wave having a low modul a tion 
index, and cons e c.~uently is not demodulated b y a detector 
or the type used here. 
The input probe is then disconnected from the detector 
a nd is replaced by the output probe. The phase shifter is 
a gain adjusted for a null in the audio output. The differ-
ence in phaee between the two adjustments of the phase shirter 
is equal to the phase shift between the input and output of 
the device. 
In measuring transfer impedances it is desirab le to know 
the ratio of the megnitudes of the output and input voltage 
as well as their phase differences . The equipme nt described 
, ., 
can be used tor measuring amplitudes of V1 and V2 by adjust-
ing the phase shifter for a maximum si gn al in the audio 
output in each case. Maximum signal levels can then be 
compared with the aid or an audio fre quency attenuator and 
output meter connected as shown in Figure No. 43. 
The measuring procedure describe d above has been tested 
experimentally at 4000 m.c. with very satis:f e ctory results. 
It is possible to me 0sure phase dif:ferences with an accura cy 
o'f better than h alf a degree with this type of equipment. 
Prom the measurements discussed in the preceeding section 
the tour pole parame ters can be e v a lua ted by using equations 
202, 203, 204, and 205. Figure No. 44 g iTes the e~uivalent 
cirou1t or a triod ~ and asso iated measuring e quipment. 
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Figure No. 44 
Equival e n t Circuit of' a Tr iode and its Associ bted 
Me 2suring Equipment 
The v a r iou s symbol s used i n Figure No . 44 and obt a ined 
from measurement discussed in preceding section are: 
is the admittance me esured at 1 - 1 with 2-2 
shorted . 




v. is r,_. v;,, me esured without output line terminated 
In c alibrating the circuit we will use the following 
p a rameters which were fully expla ined in the section for d iode 
me a suremant s . 
z l is the ordina te i n te r cept of input cot-cot curve 
Z2 is the Qrdinate in.tercept of output cot-cot curve 
ml is the slope of' input cot-cot cur ve 
m . is the slope or output cot-cot curve 
BL __ z, -o- -
Zo'm, 
Z 0 is the characteristic imped ance of input and output 
coaxis.l; R which represents the losses in the eircui t is 
measured by shorting the output line and measuring the 
admi ttanee of the input line with a l arge nega tive bias on 
t he tube. Therefore: 
R = Z., 'TYI, R._ ( Y.) 
Where the z ' represents the characteristic imped ence of the 
0 
coaxi al line ·used in calibrating the input circuit and 
co r responds to z in equation 206. 
ox -
Fortunately the series resist ance in the output circuit 
oame out to be very small in the experiments carried out with 
the system of Figure No. 44 and can be neglected. 
The c.omput at ions of the four pole parameters by usi{j.g 
the values obtained by measurement are as follows: 






Zo'm,- Y. R Z'-rn. 
In order to compute (3 2.a 
e quations are used. 
I r.' ~ (!.~ v.=~+ f3·/ 
v- r, · , __ + /Ju 
It foll.ows th at: 
I 1 













Referring to Figure 44 we may write: 
V, = v,'_ ('I,· ... V,~, p,.~) Rs 

V£ = r 4z,,.,o ,_ ··• V~'' 
{ , V,' Solving e quations 22&. and 22~ ror 
. 
. 
v;- and remembering that 
226 
It e quations 22.S and 225. are substituted in equation 224, on 
f'ind 
22[g 
By u ing equations 2EO and 2~2, ~l can th ·n be written as! 
280 
(F) Discussion or Results 
In Bell L aboratori es experiments were carried out on 
several 1553 triode s. The equiv al~nt circuit or a 1553 




Figure No. 45 
Equivalent Circuit of a 'rriode Ba$ed ·On Experimental Results 
~h re are a number of interesting things about Figure 
No. 45 , a with the diode, b11 for a large nega tive bias 
appro aches the "cold" value computed :from the c apacltance. 
Ho ever , a anode eurr ent is drs n, b11 drops r apidly to a 
.much l.ower v c:: lue as was suggested by Behham 31 • The con-
duction g11 behaves somewhat like g for the diode . 
b
2 2 
is equal to the v alue computed from the grid a node 
o ~paoitanoe and is not appreciably influenced by the electron 
stre am. g 22 was very low with a magnitude of slightly les s 
than 1000/""los a t a maximum anode current. The tra.nsadmi tt s nce 
~za is worth considering when the bias is several volts 
negati ve , (33. 1 has a v alue of about 9000 m1cromhos . This 
(31) Benham, Tube and .Amp11tler /t'heory, Proc.!D , voi. 26 ,p.l!05 , 
1938. 
is bout 50 times as high as one would expect from. a consideration 
ot the electrostatic capa citance between the cathode and anode 
of the tube . 
This effect has bean discussed in greater detail in the 
subsequent pages . .As the tube starts to draw plate current, 
rises and reaches a maximum value of about 40 , 000 
micnomho • It is also observed that the high fre quency 
adm1 ttance :... is only slightly lo er than gm ( transcond uatanee 
at lower frequency) . This is in agreement wi ·th theor!:es b y 
·Lle ellyn . The agreement appears reasonable when one re-
members that in the theoretical analysis, the magnitude of 
the ratio is relatively independent of the transit 
time in the . input spaoe . 
It wes also :tou that with high negative bias the 
feedback admittanc ~12 is substant·ally e qua1 to ~21 but 
as the current density increased , ~ 2 decreased . 
Figure No. 4 ~ shows. the v ariations of the phase of the 
transadm1ttanc ~21 for a 1553 triode and also the theoretic al 
curve. of the Lleweliyn analysis for purposes of comp arison. 
{For Figure No . 46, see Page 13S) 
The behavior of b for a triode is not as expected. 
ll 
It is thought tha.t as the grid voltage is v 2ried, so that 
c. h ... , ... 
the input space ehanged from a condition of zero spaoe ¥to 
one · of maximum spaoe char~, bll would vary from 1 ts initial 
cold value to a value approaching 60 per cent of the cold 
v a lue. Exper1 entally it t found out to drop mu h l.o er . 
,., • ., ~(Jx. 
12.' .. '/.J 
eJ Jo '/8 
Figure No . 46 
Plot of the Experimental and Theoretical Values or 
the Phase of the Transadmittance ror a 1553 Triode 




This effect has not been explained from the theoretical 
point of view. It is prob able that the variation in b11 
is a space charge effect·. A clue to this effect might be 
discovered by making measurements on structures with 
different cathode grid spacings. 
Experiments c arriea out to determine t he effect of 
plate voltage on the input admittance of the triode of 
Fig~re No. 44 showed that the input admit~ance did not 
vary greater with plate volt a ge changed from 250 volts 
to ~0 volts. The e xperiment carried out in this case suc gest 
that for a given geometry, the v alue of b
11 
is primarily a 
. function of the total current density in the input circuit. 
32 (G) Substitution Method for the Measurement _or Adm1tt~nees 
In this method unkn.o n admittance 1 conneoted across 
a parallel resonant circuit, the capa citance of which is 
adjusted until the circuit is in resonance with the frequency 
of the driving oscilla tor. The resonance reading is indicated 
by a v acuum tube voltmeter. A resistance is than substitu-
ted for the unknown admittance. The resist a nce is adjusted 
and the c Ppae1tanee simultaneously varied to obtain resonanc 
until the same reading is obt e ined on the vacuum tube voltmeter 
as before. The unknown admitt ance is then given by the v a lue 
of the substituted resistance, the fre Quency, and the change 
, 
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substitution resistance in the actual set~p CQ~sists or a 
fixed resistor connected across a low-loss transmi sion line 
which oonsti tutes the induc·t a~c• of the parallel .. resonance 
circuit. The transmission line is short circuited at one 
end a nd attached to a variable capacitor at the other, or 
sending end . The fixed resistor is arranged so that it c an be 
· readily connected across the line at any point . When the 
fixed resistor is oonneoted _across the line at its short 
circuited end, the admittanee of. the line at its sending 
end terminals is equal to that obtained in its unloaded 
stat e, i.e., with the fixed resistor removed. On the other 
hand, when the fixed resistor is conneeted across the 
line at its open end, the sending end fidmittance 18 qual 
to the sum of the admittanee• of'. the .resistor and the sending 
end frdmi ttance of the li'ne in 1 ts unloaded state. hen ·th 
tix d resistor is eonne·cted across the line at some inter~ 
mediate point, the v alue of' _the sending end admi tt anoe lies 
between t two limiting end values. The transmission line 
may thus be regarded as en auto-transformer which steps darn 
the admittance .of the fixed r e si s tor. The effectiv·e admi ttano 
is a function of the resistsn1;e ,reao.tan'c.&, and pos1 tion of the 
re is tor on the line and the param.eter.s of the line. To 
determine the quantitative relationship betwee n these r e ctors 
we proceed as follows: 
consider a transmission line short .circuited a its 
di tant end , and bridged by an admittance Y at a point x oent1-
m_ ters :from the d ist ,.nt end • . The 11ne leng th is t centimeter. 
14~ 
1 
I I I 
I 
y J Ys ' 
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Figure No . 4'1 
A Short Circuited Transmi~sion Lin 
Th admittance at x o'£ the portion 11ne to the left or 
the bridging admittance is: 
where Y is the characteristic admitt ance of the line 
0 
'( is the propagation constant of the line 
The vector sum of this admittance and the bridging ad-
mittance must be r e garded as represe n ting a receiving end 
admit~ ance for the rest of the line, extend ing from x to t . 
The value of this receiving end admittance is: 
The sending end admittance at t , ·is: 
Substituting e quation 23~ into 23~ · and leaving oniy tanh 
terms we have: 
When the bridging admittance is removed, the sending end ad-
mittance is simply: 
235. 
With the unknown ~ connected across the sending end or the 
line, the bridging admittance removed, a nd the tuning capa-
citance adjusted to obtain resonance, the tot al admitt a nce at 
the sending an·d terminals of the l.ine ts: 
236 
Since resonance requires that the , tot al susceptance be zero, 







plus jb8a.l_iJ~hc. sending end admittance or the 
line when the bridging admittance is r moved. Y quals 
u 
Su plus jbu an~1i$ . l:he unknown admittance. b e quals susoep• 
tance of the tuning c apacitance required tor resonance, 
when the unknown is connected. 
No when the unknown admittance is removed and the 
bridging admittance is moved along the line until the s e 
· re·ading is obtained at resonance, as beflore, the total 
admittance at the sending end terminals of the line is: 
Resonance now requires th at: 
23 
The new quantities ar : 
Y I , b 1 s -=- '3$ :J ~ is the sending end admittance or the line· 
when the bridging admittance is connected. 
b I ~ is the suscept ance or ~he tuning · o a paci-
tanoe required for resonance when the unknown admi tt e.nce 
is remove d . 
Equations 237 and 23~ gives us an expression for the 
unknown admittance in termd of the total substitution admit-
tanoes: 
The components of the unknown admittances are ac ordingly: 
211 
2112 
If the bridging admittance is merely a conduot ance , th 
first term of the right hand member of equation 24.1-2 vanishes, 
and we have: 
243 
This quantity is given directly by the change in tuning 
capacitance required to re-establish resonance , and by the 
operating frequency • 
The quantity .A Ys in equation ~ is the o·ne we a re 
looking for . · It may he resolved by subtracting 235 from 28!3, 
thus: 
By means of a straight forward manipulation, this can be 
written as: 
a. 
A Ys: 'f ·( ~;"" h yx) 
s\~l,f \ +(1-) si.,., 4.yx. si~ "'r.( l-):. )" 245 
. Yo S&~J.\cfC. 
Now, in e quation 246 , L1Y.s J Y, Yo and y- are in geners.l, 
complex quanti ties of the form (A 3S"!J .1;)' c~+J ~ . . '· ., -- . 
· respectr·i~:vely:; ·· · <e - not;l .ce ,-: nowever, that if: 
and 
then e c~uation 2 ~ can be written as: 
z. 
LlYs= Y{~ ;vf&.) · 2416 s'"-~e 
.14'8 
I:f in addition , ~;"n~f- ~e 
fic ation results: 
, then a :further aimpl1-
In the case of comparison of two resistors, ~ arid a2 , 
hich are loea ted · at two intermeciliate points on the line, 
x 1 and x 2 , such that the deflee.tion of the vacuum tube is the 
s~e, aeh resistor c an be considered the equ1va1ent of the 
same admittance ·/JYs at the sending end. 




and in the case ot a short line: 
= ( __:5_) 2 x2. 250 
(H) Measureme-nt·- ·of Input and .Output A<lmfttanoe __ ._ot Vacuum·---·-·b-
By Substitu·tion Method - Tu 
The input imped ance or a vacuum tube can be measured by 
connecting the grid of the tube-by me ans of a short lead to 
the high potenti a l end of the line through a by-pass eapaei-
tor. The other de~ired bias voltages a re applied to the tube 
electrodes and the vacuum tube voltmet~r is read {See Figure No . 
47). The grid connection is then opened, or the tube biased 
to cut-oft as desired. Resonance is re-est ablished by the 
termina l c a p &citor, and a standard resistanee is placed on the 
line at a point which gives the same deflection of the vacuum 
tube voltmeter~ The volt age c alibrations or · the line then 
gives the resistive part of. the imped ance of the tubes, as 
described above , and the change in the · terminal c a p a citor 
gives the capaci tive component. Difficulties are found in 
obt a ining resistors having negligible re ac t anee at frequencies 
of t he order of. 108i cycles per eecond or higher. Wire-wound 
resistors are not us~ble a t such fre quencies. Tbe most satis-
factory typ s a re the metalized-glass or cer~ie rod resistors 
of rela tively small physic a l size, having low-inductance termi-
n a ls and very little distributed capacitance. A further diffi-
culty arises from the f act th a t such resistors are obtainabl 
only in discreet values of resistance. It would not b 
practica~le to obt a in the very 1·a rge number of resistors 
needed to ma tch the resistance of any electron tube circuit. 
_.,henee it is necessary to utilize a transforma tion property 
of the admittance measuring equip~ent in _order to ma tch any 
tirbitrary admittance with one of the a v a ilable stand a rd 
resistors. 
A more pra ctic a l method is the suscept a nce vari a tion 
method, which will be expl a ined in the next p a r agraph. 
. 33 (I} Suscepta nce Variation Method 
This me t hod is a form of the well known react a nce 
vari ation widely used tor the measurement ot two · termina1 
dmittanees. It is adopted to the termina tion ot th 
trans:fer admi ttances , as well a_s to the driving point a d-
mittances. Figure No. 48 gives a semi-schematic di agr am 
or the test e quipment . 
L 
T 
Figure No. 48 
s mi-Sehema tie Diagram for Susceptance Vari a tion Method 
(33) Proo .IRE, Vol. 38, p.945, ug. 1950 . 
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In this figure, T is the active or p a ssive transducer 
to be measured andY andY are calibrated variable admitt-
1 . 2 
ance laments, which may be of various forms, such as coils , 
a nd cap · aitors , or adjustable length lines . Signal measur-
ing devices v1 an~ v2 are placed across the input and output 
terminals of the system , these may be simply cryst a l or 
diode voltmeters or heterodyne receivers . 
Variabl·e admi tt a nees Yc·l and Ye 2 are used for coupling 
the input or output c.ircuits to the signal oscillators . The 
e quence of measurements.is as follo s: 
1 . Measurement o-r (J,. 
a . Short circuit the output terminals 2-2 . This 
ma y be done either by ~ ge~uning __ .· Y 2 suffi-
ciently or by placing a suitable by-pass 
capacit or directly across terminals .2-? . 
b . Excite the input circuit by coupling th 
signal oscillator loo ely thro~gh Ycl and Y4 
c . Adjust Y for resonance as indicated by a 1 
maximum reading of' v1 • In order to insure 
that the coupling to the oscillator is sufri-
cient~y small , reduce the coupling until 
rurth~r reduction does not change the s tting 
of Y1 for resonance . Record the calibrated 
values or G1 and Bt for this setting , whe re 
B, is the inptit susceptance and ~ is the input 
conductance . 
d . vary Y1 on eith r 
of resonance until th 
voltage vl 1 reduo by e. factor • 
Record the calibrated values or this tota~ varia-
tion of Y1 between h alf power points at AG, an.d 
6 8, • In order to insure that the oscillator 
and detector are not loading the circuit , reduce 
the coupling until further reduction does not change 
'the susceptance variation A 8, • The short 
circuit input susceptance is then given by the 
relat ion: 
and the short oircui~ i•put conductance by the relation: 
2 2 
where '1 is given by • 
In most systems the inequality 
holds; thus we ma y rite equation 246 as : 
or even further by the relation: 
Ru= A.& _ G, 
,- . 2 
if ~ is ·negligible . 
I.Measurentent ,or the M~t$n1 tude. F1 2 
a . ith the input termination still set at the value 
re uired· for resonance obtained in step c . aboV&, 
xcite the output · circuit through Y ~· Cc;, 
b . aecord the voltmeter reading 1 and v2 . The magn1-









3. Measurement of ·a22 I 
The ~t circuit output admittance may be measured by 
Collowing the procedure outlined for the input coefficient, 
the signa l being coupled through Y02 • If the subscripts are 
interchanged, all of the above formulas concerning fJJ.1 may be 
used to relate p22 to 1he measured data. 
4 . Measurement or S 
· · F21 
The magn1tu4e o~ the transfer admittano~ may be measured 
J 
by following the procedure outlined previously for the m asure-
me.nt of' the magnitude or ·tat-a . I:r the .subscripts 1 and 
2 are interchanged all of the formulas concerning (3 •2 ay 
be u ed to relate JS~• to the measured data. 
For turther d tails on higher frequency iapedance easure-
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CONCLUSIONS 
The vacuum tube equivalent circuit found its first 
application shortly after the first appearance of the vacuum 
tuba in 1Ql8. From this time on it wnderwent ;_. various develop-
ments and in the year 1949 , it obtained it final and most 
practical form. 
It ould be of interest to go bri'efly through every ~tage 
of development of the vacuum tube equivalent cireuit and point 
out tl}e various adva ntages and disadvant ages. The most 
simpl ·st equivalent oir ouit, namely, the one used at low 
frequencies, was derived by assuming tbat ip was a function of 
e and • g p ~ long as the signal applied to the tube as of 
small magnitude· and low frequency, th1$ equivalent eirouit gave 
r asonable re ults. But as ·the frequenci s incre sed, the 
results ob~ained from thi equivalent circuit deviated an 
.amount depending qpon the range of the frequency used. The 
reason tor this deviation was that in addition to convection 
curren" th re was a d·ispl.aeement current betwee n tube eleo-
trode h ich h a d to be taken into account at higher frequencies. 
Therefore, e. · displacement current . equivalent . o_i;rcui t -was add d 
to the simple classical vaeuum tube equivalent ot r cuit. As 
long as the fre que ncies used stayed in the range · of a te m.c., 
the equivalent circuit gave s a tisfactory r e sults. But as the 
frequencies ,further increased, the ~quivalent circuit ceased 
to b atisfactory again and this was thought to be due . to 
vacuum tube lead effects. This consideration as an i mproveme nt in 
the vacuum tube equiv£lent circuit but still tha results ere 
1'1 , 
not correct. The addition of transit time effect in the equiva -
lent circuit brought us closer to the carr ct equivalent .circuit, 
.~\--~ but this produced ~uc~ a complicated circuit and as found to .be 
.:...._,,._,...,_Y-4~· · ' 
of 11 ttle practical value. The ma thematical evalu.ation of a aoh 
parameter wouid be very tedious and lengthy. Beside this, the 
equivalent circuit_ was not absolutely correct, as it was a com-
bi_nation of seve ral ef'feets being considered separately and then 
added together. 
The development of the equivalent circuit throug h the use or 
the electron stream theory brought about· an entirely new a pproach 
in this f .ield o:f equivalent vacuum tube circuits. From physical 
point ot view it was an inter sting proble~ but trom the point of 
practical usefulnes~ ,- it was discouraging, as -the results were 
len&thy and complex~ Be_sides this, the results were not abso-
lutely corr ct for the following assumptions were made. 
(l.) Single velocity eleetron stream 
(2) No secondary emission from any structure 
(3) zero velocity of electrons emitted from c a thode 
(4) No sel.f' inductance of the tube leads within the tube 
The effects of the above assumptions ere not pronounced 
at low frequencie~, and the electron stream e.qui v alent c iroui t 
_gave o~rrect results. But ev~n in this case the equivalent 
circuit as tar from being ot any practical use. 
l5V 
An improvement in the representation of the equivalent 
circuit was the ~plication of the four pole terminal net ork 
to electron stream equivalent circuit. This bad the ad• ntag 
of reducing the oircuit elements to a minimum number. · Still, 
the four pole parameters had . to be determin d from the xpressions 
derived by the use of' the electron stream theory. 
The four pol·e equivalent circuit brought 4>out a ne idea 
in the evaluation of the :four pole impedances, namely~ the 
experimental determination of the four pole parameters. In this 
case the correctness of the results depend upon the ac.curacy 
of the instruments use d and the technique of mea ure ent .. 
Experiments carried out by s. D. Rober on give reasonable 
comparison with the the·oretical resu1ts of Llewellyn and Peter-
son. Theoretical results were tound to differ considerably 
from the experimental results espeeially. at high' frequencies. 
This is claimed to be due to Maxwelliaa' electron velocity 
distribution. 
At the present ti e the application o-r four poLe a uum 
tube equivalent circuit . is rather. restrict d. This i s due 
to the laek ·of me asurements carried out f'pr the plot or 
impedance and phase versus ~requency for various type o~ 
tubes. But its wide and extensive use is exp~cted in the 
coming yea ~ even at 1o frequencies. 
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APPENDIX NO • l. 
(A) Hybrid Ci~cuits for M1c r owaves 29 
The hybrid coil has been used in telephone practice for 
a long time in ord$r to secure preferential isolation of 
circuits . The ord "hybrid" has been seleeted to describe the 
quipment that performs at high frequency the same tunction as 
a hybrid coil . In the high frequency equipment physical simi-
larity with the conventional hybrid coil is found . 
A hybrid device is rep~esented sehematioally in Figure 
No . 49: 
c 
B 
Figure No . 4 
Hybrid Devi 
A 
Wh~n a source of alt rnating el ctromotive for e 1 con-
nected across the terminals A, no signal epp ar at the termi-
nals c , but »ransmission takes place freely betw en A and B 
and between A and D, with the input power thus divided between 
loads placed at B and D. If the generator is transferred 
rrom A to C, no voltage a pp ars at A, from r eiproeity consi-
derations, and again the input power is divided in om rashion 
between loads B and D. It is gene r ally desirable that the ter-
minals B and D be b alanced with respect to eaoh othe r , so tha t 
a genera tor applied at either of t he s e points delivers pow r 
( 20) tYrr 11 , oplcit . 
15~ 
only to loads at A and c. In most oases, the circuit is so 
proportioned as to bring about equal power division between 
the driven loads. Usually the loads or · generators , which 
are connected to these lines, terminate each arm in its char-
acteristic impedance. If matching is notobt~1ne4 at the termi-
nals, reflection from the loads will ~end to upset the b a lanoe 
of the load distribution. 
(B) ~ybrid junctions 
In addition to hybrid coils29 · there _are hybrid junctions 
which are those used - in Figure No. 49 for high ~requency impe-
dance measurements. One form of such -a junction 1 shown in 
Figure No. 50 as a cross section of the electric field plane. 
lll ( 
- I ' •lser'e.s o.rM 
''"' Figure No. 50 
Spreading or a Wave Front into a Compount ~unction 
trom the Series ~ 
In the ele tric field plane wave guide junction th sid 
a rm is effectively connected in series with the main guide . We 
ill -make this point elearer in the subsequent pages. hen 
power is sent toward the ju~ction ~rom the series, two sets or 
aves are set up in the main guide , traveling in opposite di-
ree·tions away from the junctions . These two sets of waves ar 
(20) Tjrr .ll, op,olt. 
1:eo 
leo degrees out of phase with respect to each oth~r, that 1 , 
their pol arities are reversed. If the t wo ends or th main 
IU14e are terminated in eh~racteristie impedance , the po r 
111 divide equally between the two 1oads, and no power w111 
appear in the coaxial line, as the voltage induced in the 
coaxial line cancel each other.* 
In order to make el ar the meaning of serles arm connec-
tion, let us consider Figure No . 51 shown belo 
16 
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9<: I A' ... B .... ~
Figure No . 51 
'r-J"uriotion 1n a Wave Guide in the .E Plane 
Figure No . 51 sho a '!'-junction with solid 11nes represent-
ing el ctrio 1ntensi ty in suceessi ve po$1 tiona of th s ·am.e wave 
tron~ tor waves arriving from the le~t , and with broken lines for 
waves from the right, in the main guide. If the · aves are in 
phase at AA' end BB ' the side arm receives two waves which are 
1eoe out of phase. It the amplitudes of the inco~ing waves are 
equal, the waves in the side arm cancel completely , and. this 
branch receives no power. Such s ts of waves of qual ampli-
tude traveling in opposite directions create pure standing 
waves in the main guide with a voltage maximum at the junction. 
In such a case no e leotrie field appears in the side arm 
*This will not be true if the coaxial is large enough to support 
tr ely the fir t higher order transmiss ion mode.-
l6ll 
connection. Conversely, the side arm or an electric plane 
T junction receives maximum power when a pure standing wave exists 
in the main guide with a vol~age minimum (current xtmum) at the 
junction. This is the behavior exhibited by a load which has a 
series connection to a transmission line . From the point or 
· view of phase relationships, therefore, t he side arm of the 
electric field plane T may be regarded as eonnected in eries 
with the main guide. 
The same junction as. in Figure No. 50 is shown in Figure 
• 52, but here the . power is introduced fr om the parallel arm, 
i . e., from the coaxial line. When power is sent from the 
parallel arm the two arms of the main guide rec~ive equal 
invensities of power in phase and no net voltag s app ar across 
ti'rl 
the seri s bran---c-h_._* ______ ~--~' ~'----------------
o!!__ 1 I I (~j\1 1 l-out 
I== ==I 
Figure No. 52 
Spreading of a Wa~e Front Into a Compound Jun ~ion from the 
P 1lel .Arm 
In order to make clear the meani.ng of parallel arm connec-
tion, oonsid r Figure No. 55. In magnetic plane av guid 
·junction or p arallel arm connection the electric intensity is 
perpendicular to the plane of Figure No. 53. In Figur~ No . 53, 
I This ill not be tru 1~ the series a)rm is 1 1arg~ enou~h to upport freely the TM, (coaxial line transm ss~on mo • 
there ·the electric field intensities are in phase at both 
ends or the wave guide. If waves of equal amplitude are sent 
toward the junction .rro·m the left and right so as to be in 
phase at· the jun_otion , the side arm receives two sets or waves 
in phase and therefore maximum power. From the point o~ view 
of phase relationships, then, the side a~ magnetic plane T 
is connected in parallel across the main guid • 
I .1 
---.,.e~uf-7 
Figure No . 53 
A T Junction in the Wave Guide in the H Plane . 
clearer view of the compound junotton rere the parallel 
connection 1~ established by means of magnetic plane ave guide 
junction, instead of coaxial line, is given in Figure No . 54. 
~gure No. 54 
.compQuna T Junction of a ave Guide 
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.APPENDIX NO • 2 
(A) Discussion of Single Stream and Double Stream Electron 
Veloo i ty Theory 
One of the questions which arises in -Seetiom III end IV 
of this thesis concerns with the nature of electron trajec-
tories. ~en trajectories do not cross, the motion retains 
the "single velocity stream" ~ehavior, as was assumed, where 
at each point in space only one velocity vector is found for 
the moving electrons. Crossing of trajectories. causes "bunoh-
ing", and a change to "double velocity stream" motion, where 
two different electron velocities are obtain d at some points 
in space. 
To prove that the double velocity stream causes a change 
in electrie field at the point of crossing, e shall start ith 
single stre am electron velocity, assuming a plane structure, 
here all quanti ties (field, space herge) depend only upon x 
and t but not upon y or z . e shall also define the total 
current density (conwection plus displacement) by Jx. 
From Maxwell's equations we have : 
260 
' .. lte noe J x is a function or t onlY, but not of x ; J" x is al. o 
equal to: 
Where: is the charge density 
ll=dA is the velocfty or the 'elect:roll'-.J · .~ 
. dt 
From Poisson's relation we have 
Prom equations 256 and 257 we can show that : 
'JE ,JE _1 __ "'E 2..!::. =-- +~. ~. dt . J ~ df:- J:x_ 2 63 
Thi s is the point where the nsingle velocity atre~" assump-
tion is introduced implieity through the as sumption ot single 
direction o:r current flow . In a double stream motion,. the 
space charge density f would split into two parts , S'• 
moving with d:xL and j'z._ moving with d~ • ".lie. d t -a-t 
equation. 256 shoul d consequently be modified and quat ion 2 5"8 
m uld not be correct . 
Let Eo(~} be the field on the cathode . An electron 
leaving the cathode at time t 0 reaches a certain distance 
x(t
0
, t) at time t and the electric field acting upon t at 
any time t is : 
, 
The integration of the second term yields Q, the spac charge ' 
ti nsi ty. Therefore, integrating equat:t:on . 259, we he.ve: 
265 
The physica~ content of this formula is explained in Figure 
No. 55 . which shows the plot of the electron tra jectories versus 
x and t tor two ifferent electrons emitted from the cathode. 
Co 
Plot of 




·1eotron Trajectories Versus x and t 
time t , the to tel eharge de~si ty ·between tb .. platet at any 
point x , is equal _to Q and expressed by equation 2 • 
Next we no te t .hat,. between time ~0 and t , there has been 
an increase of the surface charge density equal to Q on the 
cathode and can be expressed by: 
Therefore the total fcharge CJ:ensi ty is g1 ven by: 
tt a= - 10 "t(yd~: 2 
16 ; 
In the above equations we see that we oan xpress charge 
«ensity in terms of electric field. 
Next let us see what happens to an electric field if a 
crossing of the trajectories take place. Figure No . 56 g~ves 
a physical pi~ture of the oondition that exists hen elaetrons 
cross each other. 
AE a.!.. AQ 
e. 
~~.--------'-----~~------~~--~t 
c.Htotlc p/•,c. Fi·gure No . 56 
Plot of·Electron Trajectories Versus t and x When 
Two Electrons Cross 
e ca.n s e f":oom the above figure that electron crossing 
bring .about a eha.nge of charge Q. in front of the traje.ctory 
due to the change i .n leotrio field AE in the neighbor -
hood of the point x . It decre e.ses the :field E(~ •. ~J by an 
amount ~~ l1Q and is give n by: 
.. t 
E(~ •. E) =E.( I.) --f: 1 J,.Jt ..!... AQ. E. 268 
The amount of charge flQ which is due to intercrossing 
can be evaluated and hence the field con etion required for 
Lle llyn' ork can be obtained . From the above explanatio~ 
la?. 
we can conclude that henever there is i n tercrossing of lectron 
streams there is a change of eleetrie :field in·tensi ty. 
A full discussion of the evaluation of rield corrections 
are given in reference relative to Kleyner. This discussion 
has been carried out for aparallel plane diode, for e diode 
wherein electrons are injected with a given velocity and also 
for several other types of tubes. BUt aga.tn there are some 
restrictions to these derivations. Two or them are: 
(1) Electron trajectories should not 1nt rcro 
prior to the insta·nt of time hen the motion 
is investigated. 
(2) The flow or electrons from the cathode must 
be uninterupted. Suppo e that the current 
is · negative at a certain time near the oath• 
o and · it at .this time new electrons are 
emitted. from the cathode then overloping or 
electron st~eams will occur. This will 
interupt the usual f'lo of le·ctrons near 
the cathode. 
Very little error is introduced whe n these restric-
tions are neglected end the derivations, in' the . 26th 
reference, can be considered as improvement on Llewellyn's 
and Peterson's work on electron stream theory. 
l 
APPENDIX NO . 3 
(A) Manelli n Velocity Distr.ibut'ion5 -
The he.at f;lri rgy that · a body o~ gas contains exists 
in the kinetic energy of motion of the ga molecules. ·As 
the temperature is increased, the beat energy increases and 
the elocity of the molecules increases. The mole ~le 
ill h ve velocitie~ in all dir~ctions and ith all .magni-
tudes-but most of them -will have veloeities grouped around 
a. mos-t probable velocity . Maxwell has shown from application 
. of the theory of probability that the distribution of velo- · 
cities of molecules in a gas is given by: 
here x is the · ratio o~ veloc1 y to the most pr.obable vel.oe1 ty 
end y is the corresponding_ probability that a molecule will 
have a velocity x . 
The most prob s.bl~ velocity increase-s with the square .root 
o~ the absolute temperatur • 
Where Tis the absolute - te perature and M is the molecular 
ght of the gas . · (5) Spangenberg, op.cit. 
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